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Western Newspaper Union Newt Service.

Western NVwfiimper L'nlon Mews Service.

Wilson's adPresident
London.
dress to tlio i'nited Slates Senate has
furnished the British government ami
jiublic wlili a surprise its electrifying
as hia mediatory nolo to the belliK'T

HITS MINE

ALLIES FAIL IN ATTEMPT TO
EXTEND SERETH LINES
DECLARES BERLIN.

TEN KILLED AND TWENTY INJURED BY EXPLOSION IN
PRUSSIAN PLANT.

MARKET

Pretty Culprit's Inquiry Floors
Magistrate Who Promptly

QUOTATIONS
Western Newirpaper

Remits Fine.

Newt Service.

Union

DENVER MARKETS.

Philadelphia. Soulful kisses, el
changed by a Philadelphia couple at
the front door of the young lady's
home, when the street was dark and
conditions opportune, might have end
ed right there, had It not been for
Frank Neese, who wears the badge of
the vice squad. Vice was not ramp
ant. He saw the kiss and stopped. He
watched and drew out his watch. The
second hand pnssed round and round
ngaln. Still they lingered, Hps cling
ing, like a pair of figures on a maga
zine cover.
It was too much for a mere vice
That's why "breach of the
squad.
peace" nnd "kiss" became synonymous,

London. British troops in their efLondon, Jun. 23. The death roll of
forts to surround the German forces in
Friday night's explosion is now beGerman East Africa are making con
tween fifty and sixty, according' to
siderable progress, according to a
hosIn
ten
News.
Lloyd's Weekly
statement issued by the British ofcut h. Willi tin- exce pt inn of tin- Manperpitals on Saturday twenty-onficial press bureau. The announcechester (inanli.-ii- and the Dull News,
sons died, and there were 112 pa
ment reads: "East Africa: Considerin
which are the only papers
Great
tients receiving treatment, the week
able progress has boon made by all
lirilain thai ran In1 classified as pari
In addition, 2tiu persons sufly adds.
our columns engaged in the encircling
were
ficntory in policy, tin- press gives tin;
fering from lighter injuries
movement on the lov:r Hul'iji river
ut runci'U un unfriendly
President's
There is no evidence that
Peter Goelet Gerry of Rhode Island treated.
and delta. From the north and sout.i
reception anil engages in much specie millionaire society man and Der bcrst the explosion was other than the rewe entered the delta near Peniba and
laliuii (ivit tin' meaning which, iL is furnished one of the surprises of the sult of a fire, such as that to which
at Mohoro, respectively. Farther west
considered, may hi: concealed behind recent election when he was elected any factory is subject. The central
a strong enemy force was dislodged
ceriain passages.
United States senator, defeating
point of t he volcanolike upheaval was
from the area north of the delta and
David
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Admiral
Sir
Mr.
a
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I'lihlir nii-has
interviewed begin with
in
Beatty
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the
of
Gerry
heart
Lippett.
working
which was located on the south bank
courteous tributes lo he I'l esidonl's member of the house of representa of a suburban town. At 0:45 p. in. a been made commander of the grand of the river near
Mpanganya.
of
Great
Britain.
fleit
and end by supporting lives
transirooil
series of explosions suddenly
Farther west our troops, who effectthe
measures.
While
Britain's'
(Irnil
formed the works into a fiery furn
ed a difficult crossing near Kibam- Kovenimcnl cannot make any direct
ace, and great masses of burning THE BIGGESTFARM YEAR bawe, are moving east and south in
FOR
BOPP
YEARS
TWO
from the
reply to a communication
llfjuid and timber and red hot iron
pursuit of enemy detachments.
President to the I'niied stales Senate,
were hurled high in the air.
"At Mykasaski, cast of Kibambawe:
tliere is certain to he discussions in
Mingled with the deafening crash FOUR CROPS PAST SEASON EACH the enemy abandoned a hospital in
ALSO
Parliament. The usages of the House GERMAN CONSUL GENERAL
of beams and girders were cries from
which were sixteen whites and 200 naREACH BILLION.
of Lords give even greater latitude for
llie
FINED $10,000.
working people. An adjoinln
tives, mostly wounded.
addresses on any topic any member
flour mill, in which women and girl
"The Kitschi hills are being cleared
wishes to discuss than the American
were employed, was engulfed.
Value of Corn, $3,326,000,000; Cotton, by our forces advancing from Kilwa,
An official announcement in regard
Senate, while the tiiestion paper of Three Aides and Women Sentenced
the enemy being forced to gain the
$1,406,000,000; Hay, $1,162,000,000,
for Violation of American Neuto the explosion was given out:
the House of Commons furnishes an
tracks leading southward in their gen
and Wheat, $1,026,000,000.
adfor
the
in
"Tile explosion appears to have
trality.
equally good opport unity
eral line of retirement."
vancement of personal views.
volvej practically all the explosives
Weeti-rNews
Union
Servlrp.
Nownpaper
in the factory, which was itself com
Isolated attacks and counter-attackService.
X' Wipaii.T I'nlnn
British Win in North Sea.
IpV-tlWashington. Four crops corn, cot- have taken place In Russia, In the
destroyed. Fires were caused
Still They Lingered.
Cal.
San
Franz
the
Bopp, In neighboring warehouse's and fac ton, hay and wheat each reached
Francisco,
Ixnidon. Ueports from Vinuiden reregion of Freidrichstadt, Baranovitchi
r
in
the and Kovel, without either side attainand Vice Ollicer Neese promptly
value mark In 191G
ceived by lieuter's Telegram Company former German consul general here, tories, one of the largest of which was
Miss Catherine Haines and
at Amsterdam say that Herman tor- must serve two years' Imprisonment an important flour mill. The explo United States, and the gross value of ing any important results.
and pay a fine of $lii,ooi) for conspir- sion was felt for a great distance,
Thomas Winning, the culprits. They
all farm and animal productB attained
A Berlin wireless
pedo boats attempted lo leave
dispatch
says
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figure of
"Three rows of small houses in the the
to avoid the ice, which was ing lo violate the
radio distress signals picked up at were haled into court.
the Department of Agriculture ltotteraam reported a British transMagistrate Beaton presided. The
very Illicit. They were immediately Lulled States and restrain interstate immediate neighhorl(od were practf
attacked by a large British squadron. war munition shipments.
cally demolished and considerable announces. This exceeded the previ- port with 1,800 men on board had pretty .voting woman, with a scornful
Tills sentence was pronounced on damage was occasioned to other prof. ous record, established
in 1915, by struck a mine in the English chantoss of the head, looked him squarely
The action opened nl short range, and
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in the eye:
I'nited States District Judgo erty.".
$074,000,0110, and will be $3,500,000,000 nel and was sinking.
early in the light the bridge of one Hunt by
after the court had overruled
"When did kissing become a crime?"
"What was yesterday a busy subur-- greater than the 1914 record.
was swept
Herman destroyer,
a moi ion for a new trial for Bopp and ban borough," says the Press Associa
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while
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commerce raider, believed to be the
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Thames, and any year prior to 1912. The biggest the Brazilian coast, has been sunk by then roared :
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the British cruiser Glasgow, 130 miles
"Five dollars apiece fine, which the
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$10,000 Diamonds Reported Stolen.
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LATE

FOR SOULFUL KISS

IN EAST AFRICA

MUNITION

GIRL

COUPLE ARRESTED

BRITISH GAIN

IN LONDON BLAST

LONDON THINKS WILSON SPEECH
INTERFERENCE-SO-

SIR DAVID BEATTY

HOMES BURIED

$13,449,-000,00-

Cattle.
Steers (puId fed), good
choice
Steers (pulp fed), fair
good
Steers ((hay fed), good
choice
Steers (hay fed), fair
good
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed), good
choice
Cows (pulp fed), fair

I

to
to

'

18.7509.85
8.75

8.00

to
to

8.259.00
8.25

7.50

to
to

good
Cows (hay fed), good
Cows (hay fed), fair
Cows, canners

6.757.50
6.757.50
6.006.75
6.507.40
6.756.50

4.00)5.25
9.0010.50
Veal calves
5.005.75
Bulls
Feeders and stockers good
7.75&8.50
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
'. . 7.007.75
to good
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
0.25(37.00
Hog:.

Good hogs

Wethers .
Yearlings
Lambs . . .
Ewes ....
Feeder lambs
Feeder ewes

11.13

$10.50

Sheep.

,$10.0010.50
..11.0011.75
.
.

12.5U13.25

9.10

8.50

11.2512.00
8.00

7.00

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. 13. Denver, Carload Price.

Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton.$15.0016.00
Nebraska upland, per ton 12.00U3.00
Second bottom Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton . 12.0013.00
17.0018.00
Timothy, per ton
12.00 13.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, per
ton
17.0018.00
San Luis Valley, per 'ton.. 14.0015.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton . 16.0017.00
4.00
5.00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbB., buying. .$2.82
Rye, Colo., bulk 100 lbs., buying. 1.85
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. 1.85
1.85
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
1.97
Corn chop, sack, selling
1.94
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs, selling 1.50
Flour.
Hungarian Patent

..$1.40

$9,111,-000,00-

Ot
tt
t

Austro-Germa-

forty-eigh-

Austro-Germa-

$3,OS9,-'iou.iio-

."'
Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Per Cent Commission.'
,.26 " 28
Turkeys, fancy D. P
22
20
Turkeys, old toms
18
17
choice
Turkeys,
16
17
Hens, fancy
18
17 '
Springs, lb
14
15
Ducks, young
17
16
Geese
7
8
Roosters
Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net B'. O. B. Denver:
16
Hens, 5 lbs. and over, lb
13
Hens, under 5 lbs., lb
14
17
Springs, lb
06
Hoosters
22
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over. ...20
14
13
Ducks, young
1!
Ceese
..14
Eggs.
O, B.
Eggs, graded No. 1 not,
42
Denver
2
No.
F.
O. B.
net,
Eggs, graded
30
Denver
Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
less commission
12.00 12. 50
Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade,
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Process
Packing Btock

Vegetables.
; 2.002.50
Beets, cwt
2.00
Carrots, cwt
10
.12
Cauliflower, lb
.60
Celery, Pascal, h. gr., doz.. .35
doz
25
.40
Onions, table,
cwt
Onions,
3.004.50
cwt
Potatoes,
2.503.00
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Metal Market Prices.
Silver, 76c.
New
Lead,
York, per 100 lbs., $7.60.
Copper, per 100 lbs., $28. 12.
St.
Louis, per 100 lbs., $9.03.
Spelter,
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $15 per unit. Crude ores, 60
per cent, $15; 25 per cent, $9.40 to
$12; 10 per cent, $8.70 to $10 per unit.

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Wheat
No. 2 red,
Chicago.
$1.92V4;No. 3 red, $1.891.91; No. 2
No.
3 hard, $1.90
hard, $1.95;
1.91.

Corn
yellow,

110,-00-

0

No. 2 yellow, $1.00; No. 4
No. 4 white, 98

99c. 9699c;
Oats No. 3

white, 5758c; stand58'iC
ard, 57
No.
3, $1.45.
Rye
Barley $1.00 1.30.
Timothy $3.50 5.50.
Clover $12.0017.50.
Pork $31.00.
'
Lard $15.9015.95.
Ribs $14.6215.25.
Butter, Eggs and Poultry. ,
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 31
-

36c.

two-stor-

Bud-zia-

34
27

Fruit.
Apples Colo., fancy, box. .$1.003.00
Pears, Colo., winter, box.. 2.50 3.00

'

n

Ib...3839
3435

35

Eggs
37c;
38c.

Firsts, 39c; ordinary first:).
at mark, cases included. 35
i

Potatoes
Wisconsin, $1.701.80;
Michigan, $1.75 1.85; Colorado, Idaho
and Washington white, $1.852.00.
Poultry Fowls, 18V4c; springs, 18c
Elgin butter,
Elgin.

30c;

HI.

25 tubs

Butter

at

100

tubs

37c

at

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk, $10.8011.10.
mixed, $10.60
light, $10.5011.05;
11.15;
heavy, $10.C511.25;
rough,
$10.65 10.80; pigs, $8.25 10.10.
Cattle Native beef cattle, $7.70
11.85; .Western steers, $7.7010.(w;
stockers and feeders,
$5.70 8.85;
cows and heifers, $4.75010.15; calves,
$10.25011.75.
Sheep Wethers, $9.7511.00: ewes.
I7.5010.15; lambs, $11.7514.40.
Mexican
'.60.

Mexican Beans.
beans, per cwt,

$6.50

FARM BUILDINGS

A-

and. Adequate

rrangement for Needs of a

Large Farm.
HOGS

ARE WELL CARED FOR

The Appointments and Practical Value
of These Buildings Will Commend
Them to the Progressive Farmer Storage Space.
Mr.

William

A.

Radford

will answer

and Klve advice FREK OP
questions
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
work on the farm, for
of
buildingsubject
the readers of this paper. On account of
Ills wide experience as Editor, Author and
he is, without doubt, the
Manufacturer,
hlKhest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1R27 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
III., and only Inclose two-cestamp for
reply,

The demand for better results from
funning do not constitute a theory or
n fad. The demand has been met and
the results nre nn accomplished fact,
demonstrated by the outcome of work
on farms which Is being carried on under Improved conditions and guided
by the collective Intelligence and
knowledge of the nation.
In the United Slates, as In the older
countries, necessity Is forcing the
adoption and use of Improved methods

d

MAKING
THINGS
FOR
COMFORT OF AUTO OWNERS.

Windshield Cleaner That Enables
Driver to Have Always a Clear
Vision of Road Lock One of ,
the Best Yet Devised,

For driving

In the snow or rain there
a compact little windshield cleaner,
a contraption consisting chiefly of a
rubber strip, or squeegee, so attached
as to press firmly against the outside
surface of the glass, with a handle Inside by which the driver may give himsen a clear vision space with one
sweep of the hand. This Is attached
to any type of windshield without
tools, and doesn't rattle.
Leaving an automobile over night
In nn unhcated garage is pretty sure,
these winter days, to produce a frozen
radiator and an engine hard to start In
the morning. The little heater pictured here Is made to be placed under
the hood, on the radiator pipes, attached by Its cord to an ordinary electric light socket, and left to work while
you sleep. It uses either direct or alternating current, and costs $4.
A simple device, of usefulness out
of nil proportion to Its small cost, Is
the robe rail pocket a flat bag provided with straps which fasten It to the
Is

to the end that production will be increased and quality Improved.
Our food comes from the farm and
(a few luxuries excepted) It Is produced by the farmers of this country.
The great problem of keeping the
supplied (with a surplus of farm
products for export) cannot be solved
In its entirety by bringing nbout larger
yields of grains and tubers.
Adequate provision must be made
for conserving the harvest and that
calls for farm buildings which even the
most progressive element Is willing to
concede nre entitled to the characterization "Modern."
It does not greatly profit the fanner
to produce a great quuntity and to witness Its depreciation In value while it
remains In his possession.
He has found, also, that It Is poor
business for him to house his live stock
In structures that breed disease, or
whose character prevents the most rap-Idevelopment and Increase In weight.
Thorough tests have been made by
government officials and those In
charge of the agricultural colleges
which have proven on a dollar and
cents basis the absolute and practical
economy of properly designed, constructed and appointed farm buildings.
Under the most favorable conditions,
beef cattle will take on weight at a
prescribed rate, while under the least
favorable conditions such stock barely
will hold Its own though given the
same ration. Between these two extremes there are, of course, intermediate stages.
Buildings that are adequate in size,

erete floor.
The brood pens should
have also, a portable wood floor to
serve to insulate the animals from the
concrete. There Is more cold in the
concrete than heat in the body of the
animal, so the animal is chilled In
stead of the floor being warmed. If
wood floors are not provided, an ex
tra thick litter should be supplied.
The close study of the appointments
and practical values of those buildings
will place nt the command of the reader some of the very latest and very
best Ideas In farm buildings.

o

GAME OF BLIND

BUFF

Under the Name of "Brazen Fly" It
Was Played by Young Men of
Ancient Greece.
Blind man's buff was played long
ago by the young men of Greece, but
hey called It "Brazen Fly." The people of old England named It "Hoodman
Blind," probably because the players
wore headdresses resembling hoods,
and the blind mnn turned over his
face, while the others used their hoods
to strike him. Some culled it "Harry
Racket" and "Hoodwink."
England has other blindfold games,
among them Is "Colin Malllard." Jean
Colin was a brave warrior who lived In
the tenth century. He fought In a battle after both of his eyes were put out,
and so the game gets Its name from
him. He .was sumamed "Maiilard,"
"
because
which means
that was the weapon he used.
The Germans call their blindfold

d
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that nre built to conform to approved game "Blind Cow" and "Mouse In the
methods of construction and furnished Dark." Italians call It "Blind Fly,"
with appointments of a suitable char while Norwegians give it the name of
acter are a necessary adjunct to suc- "Blind Thief" and "The Poles."

cessful farming, and the most economi
cal that can be used. They will pay
many times 6 per cent on the differ
ences between their cost and the cost
of the makeshift variety.
Progressive farmers are planning for
the future. Farm buildings are being
arranged In a way to minimize labor
and save time, and with the thought
ever in mind, to Insure the comfort of
the stock and the safety of the products stored for use or sali?.
Location of farm buildings with respect to each other in some respects is
a matter of Individual preference, In
others it Is a matter of definitely established rules. The principle is that
all products should flow continuously
It should not be
In one direction.
necessary to cart hay, grain or ofTal
back and forth.
Farmers, country contractors, architects and those In charge of agricultural experimental work have collaborated to produce the modern farm
building. The result Is found in the
sanitary dairy, the use of silage, better
housing of live stock, the general emg
farm machinployment of
ery and building equipment, the continuous Improvement in seed and stock
and the yield of both.
In farm building, Radford's standard plank frame construction has been
the greatest boon and the source of
greatest economy of recent years. This
means of construction does away with
a part of the cost materials by using
plank instead of heavy timbers.
A further and great economy Is effected In labor for the lighter timbers are
cut to pattern and placed In position
by a few men. Instead of being elab-labor-savin-

We add the "Buff" because of the
light blows usually given to the blind
man by the other players.

Character and Reputation.
There Is a broad distinction between
character and reputation, for one may
be destroyed by slander, while the
other can never be harmed save by Its
possessor. Reputation Is In no man's
keeping. You and I cannot determine
what other men shall think and say
about us. We can only determine
what they ought to think of us and
say about us, and we can only do this
by acting squarely up to our own con
vlctions. Holland.
Wampum Beads.
Wampum beads were made from a
variety of different substances, but
the one that was used in the greatest
numbers was the ordinary hard clam
or quahog, which Is found from Cape
Cod to Florida.
Roger Williams,
writing of the eastern Indians, states
that they "store up shells in summer
against winter, whereof' they make
their money."

to delight the heart of the amateur
who loves to tinker judiciously.
For fastidious motorists who don't
like mud In the tonueau the shops now
have a little "door mat" of just the
right size to be carried on the running board during bad weather. The
man who wouldn't wipe his feet on
such an affair doesn't deserve to be
given a ride.
Another novelty Is a peculiarly
shaped lock designed to prevent auto
mobile robes and the like from being
It will fasten one or more
stolen.

FUEL

BY

Fuel of low grade and inadequate
heating of the fuel mixture rather
than a lack of Improvements in carburetors are responsible for many
poor conditions. Still, Ignition systems of modern cars do occasionally
give trouble, und those of older curs
bother much more frequently.
It matters little how badly a motor
may miss until it is thoroughly
warmed up or until It Is known that
the Insulation of the spark plug ends
Is perfectly clean. Here the missing
should not be attributed to faulty
Ignition, but to the lack of vaporization of the gasoline, to uneven distribution of the mixture to the cylin
ders or to some similar cause.
Should missing occur In a thorough
ly warm motor, with clean plugs and
a
mixture, the fault Is
probably really one of Ignition
Among the chief causes of "skipping"
may be mentioned Imperfect contact
of the points In the breaker box of
a magneto or the Interrupter of a bat
tery system resulting in failure properly to open and close the circuit for
each Ignition.
In most cases this Is due to the
burning of the metal points so that
they do not make perfect connection.
They should be smoothed off with a
iile or carborundum stone und the
purls so udjusted that the points separate as much as the instructions recommend
Inch
about
usually. If the Interrupter action Is
sluggish, on account of its being dirty,
it may cause skipping.
Oil or dust in the distributor (the
part from which the cables lead to
the plugs) often causes missing by
permuting tho sparks to jump within
it, Instead of at the plugs. Keep the
distributor clean und free from oil.
Loose contfctioiis at the battery, disinsulatributor and switch, worn-ofbatteries and cracked
tion,
spark plug porcelains also cause spark
failures.
d

f

Systematizing Auto Use,
Cleveland proposes to run its clfy
nutos on a taxi basis. New York has
a similar system, which has brought
about a reduction of city automobile
expenses, and has prevented joy rides
by employees. In New York there are
54 machines and chauffeurs operated
from a central garage, which supplies
22 departments with automobile service, charging each department $1.00 an
hour for each car used. The chauffeur
reports stops made, exact time the machine runs and whether there were
uuy woman passengers or not.
Such a system Is putting a city nuto
service on u business basis. Its economy Is In having no more machines
than nre put to use. There are times
when under the old systems, machines
stood for hours without being used.
That shows a city has more machines
than It needs. The taxi system reduces
the auto to the city's requirements,
which one can Imagine ure not very
strenuous at times.
Cold Weather Hints For Autoists.
If a water-coole- d
engine is not care
fully guurded in cold weather and the
water Is allowed to freeze In nny part
of the system, pipes or radiators will
break or a water jacket will crack,
according to the agricultural engineer-

o
ing department of the Nebraska
of Agriculture.
When leaving the car for the night
or for a long time during the day the
safest plan is to drain the water out
of all parts of the system. The engine may then be allowed to run for a
few minutes to make sure that all the
water has been removed. If the car is
used a great deal in cold weather, It
may be advisable to use a
solution. A mixture of denatured
and water has proved good for
this purpose. A mixture containing
20 per cent alcohol will freeze at 10
sorobes to the rail or may be used to degrees above zero; a 30 per cent
hitch a robe to the filling cap when lution will freeze at 5 below; 40 per
20 below ; and 50 per
the radiator Is covered In cold weath- cent solution at
er. Gloves may be hitched to the cent solution at 35 below.
steering wheel and overcoats or dustMalays Want Our Cars.
ers may be similarly protected by fasThe demand for American automotening them to various purts of the biles has
steadily increased, and there
car.
Is reason to believe that the American
car has found a permanent place In
Care of Steering System.
this market, says the consul for the
Some owners In inspecting the steer Straits Settlements and Federated Maing system confine their Inspection to lay States. The shortage In the supply
the steering post, neglecting the other from Europe nt a time of prosperity
very Important parts from the post to In this country has Inevitably resulted
the wheels. The steering system from In a demand for cars of American manpost to wheels should be checked up at ufacture. There were many moderate-price- d
least once each month and lubrication
cars on sale during the latter
should be attended to every day.
part of the year, and the available supThe more attention paid to the steer ply cannot fill the demand. Traveling
ing system the longer it will give eff- representatives of Americnn cars who
icient service. The joints at the ends of have called nt Singapore report that
the drag link should be cleaned, adjust- their cars have sold out in advance and
ed i.nd packed with clean grease or that sales are only lindted by inability
graphite once every month. The oil to secure shipping space for delivery
cups at the tie rod ends and on the here, notwithstanding the high freigh'
steering knuckle should be filled dally. charges.
Every joint in the whole steering system should be kept clean and well
Gasoline Waster.
This practice of running an automooiled.
The post case should be replenished bile with the top up when it is not
with grease monthly. Often the halves needed, is costly, according to tests
of the case separate a little and then which I made, says a contributor to
water makes its way to the operating Popular Mechanics Magazine. When
mechanism. A general overhauling of the back of the top cannot be rolled
the steering system once every ten up, the resistance Is especially great
months is a good Investment. This Six miles more were obtained from a
should include a checking up of wheel gallon of gasoline with the top rolled
and covered, as compared with having
alignment.
the top up with the back closed. When
Grown Up.
going against wind, this extra pull is
Detroit, the home of the motor car, heavy, and difficulty in making a hard
now has a population of about
climb may often be relieved by lowof a million and is the fifth ering the top. Using It only when escity in size in this country. The cen- sential will be found to be a worthsus of 1010 gave It only 405,700 in- while factor In reducing the gasoline
habitants.
bill.
three-quarte-

hurt
"

BALANCED

RATION

FOR

MILK

Cow Must Be Given Combination Nec
essary to Maintain Her Functions
and Produce Milk.

For the most profitable milk pro
duction, the cow must be fed a bnl
anced ration at the cheapest price such
ration can be provided. By balanced
ration Is meant the combination of
such n proportion of nutrients and In
such quantities as the cow requires to
maintain her bodily functions and us
she can utilize in the production of
milk. These nutrients ure classified
as protein, carbohydrates, and fats.
Protein Is one of the principal constituents of milk; futs and carbohy
drates perform much the same functions, that Is, produce energy and
heut, and in the balancing of a ration
are usually classed together. If the
cow Is given a ration containing an
excess of either element, the excess
Is liable to be wasted ; hence tho economical importance of a balanced ra

DOG IS TERMED

A NUISANCE AND MENACE

(From the United States Department of tables, or they may get on the hands
Agriculture.)
from contaminated tools or from the

It has been almost universally conceded that the dog Is a friend to man,
but Bulletin 200 qualifies that statement somewhat. According to the publication the dog Is a true friend to
man only when properly controlled and
cared for.
For nt least half a century scientists have been Insisting that the dog
Is responslblo to quite an extent for
the spread of many parasites and diseases to which stock and even man
are susceptible. It Is a matter of common knowledge that dogs are subject
to rabies or hydrophobia and that
they In turn may trahslult It to other
animals and to persons. Some of the
other diseases and parasites they may
transmit are hydatid, which occurs
both In mnn and stock ; gld, principally confined to sheep ; cysticereus, or
measles, In sheep; tapeworm, roundworm, tongue worm, fleas, and ticks.
Disease Spreader.
An Interesting fact about some of
these ailments Is thut the dog Is prnc- -

dog's skin. Once they get into the digestive tract of man or Btock, a small
embryo hatches and later develops Into
the hydatid or bladder worm. In
stock this is seldom fatal, because the
length of life of a farm animal is
comparatively short, but in man it
may cause serious difficulty and may,
i
necessitate one of more operations,
In addition to ailments to which the
dog itself is subject, it may also be a
carrier of diseases to which it is not
susceptible. This was fully demonstrated during the recent outbreak of
disease, when It was
determined beyond a doubt that dogs
were responsible In some lnstunces for
the spread of the disease.
Nor are these the only counts,
ngalnst the dog. Every section which
Is devoted wholly or In part to the
raising of sheep will furnish more evidence In the case. Tho
properly controlled dog is a valuable
assistant to the shepherd, but the vagrant, unrestrained dog which forage

tion.

USE SHORTHORNS

FOR DAIRY

American Association Representee
This Class Fixes Basis at 60
Per Cent for Milk.
The question Is often nsketl, in Judge
Shorthorn
ing dairy, or
kittle, how much Is allowed for beef

and how much for milk. The American association representing this class
of cattle fixed the basis at CO per cent
for dairy qualities and 40 per cent
VALUABLE ASSISTANT TO ANY FARMER.
for beef. This Is n very good basis to
work from. More should be given for tlcally necessary to the spread of the for most of Its sustenance Is often a
disease. Thus, In the case of hyda murderer and should be shot at sight.
i
I these things are true, It is high
tid, the dog becomes a carrier by feed
ing on the viscera of Infected animals. time thut Hover was taught his place.
A tapeworm develops in the dog and Keep the dog because he Is In most
this produces microscopic eggs which Instances a faithful helper, but keep
ure passed out with the feces. The him under proper restraint.
It Is
eggs may wash considerable distances largely the fault of man if the dog
and land on lettuce or other vege- proves a nuisance and a menace.

COOKING

FEEDS FOR

SWINE NOT FAVORED
First Prize Shorthorn Heifer.
dairy, for this Is most likely to be
deficient, und a larger rating will have
a tendency to stimulate the dairy deSome stock shows and
velopment.
fairs tlx the ratio at DO per cent for
each ; but the rating given above seems
better. More emphasis is being placed
on the development of the dairy qualities of this breed, bringing it buck to
Its original standing among the breeds
of the world one of tho best for
dairy purposes.
SILAGE

IN

PRODUCING

MILK

Col-leg-

g

Cementing Tires.
In cementing tires before building
three coats should be applied. The
Love's Redundancy.
"Here's a fourteen-pagletter from first coat should be thin, because it Is
a priming coat, just as in painting a
Billy."
"Fourteen pages, Felicia ! And what building. The priming coat must get
into the pores to form a foundation for
does he say?"
"He says he loves me. What did the succeeding coats, and a thin application serves this purpose best. The
you suppose he would say?"
first coat should be brushed in thorHer Last Hope.
oughly and allowed 30 minutes to dry.
"Whom is Miss Oldgirl going to mar- The second coat should be 50 per cent
heavier and given the same time to
ry?"
"A most appropriate choice. He's dry. The last coat la a light one and
should dry from three to five hours,
a dealer In antique "
e

CAUSED

Matter Which Automobile Owner
Should Find It Easy to Overcome,
and Avoid Annoyance.

SMALL

robe rail. It Is designed to contain a
great deal of whatever the owner may
desire to put in It without taking up
any particular room.
The man who takes care of his own
car undoubtedly would appreciate a
suit of overalls such as have been designed especially for garage work.
These have several distinctive touches
which set them apart from ordinary
working clothes and are calculated

I

TROUBLE

THESE ALL USEFUL

e

NICELY GROUPED
Convenient

orately framed and raised to position
by machinery or a large crew of men.
Dank-framconstruction has stood
the test of years of use and by authorities Is pronounced suitable for farm
buildings of any size or nutuce.
In this connection nre given perspective view and floor plans for four buildings to comprise a group adequate for
the needs of a large farm. Horse and
dairy barns are of the favored giunhrel
roof type. The other two, hog house
and com crib, are designed to harmonize with the two structures first mentioned, the whole to make n complete
group of farm buildlugs of one general
type of architecture.
Keference to the floor plans will
show the general arrangement of these
buildings. The cow stable provides
for 38 cows. The barn
of course, could be made longer or
shorter (within reasonable limits) ns
local circumstances might warrant. In
the appointments steel stanchions, lit
ter carriers, foul-ul- r
shafts, and two
conveniently-locatesilos, stand forth
prominently.
The horse barn provides room for the
storage of farm implements. Farm
ers hove learned, to their cost, that it
Is cheaper to take care of expensive
mnchinery than it Is to buy new equip
ment every third or fourth year.
Hie arrangement
of the grannry,
with the elevator to carry the smaller
bins, leaves
grains to the second-storlittle to be desired or Imagined.
Special attention Is directed to the
Time was when the hog
lioghoii.se.
was considered able to root for him
self. Today I'iggy, particularly Sirs,
Piggy ulong uhout family time, merits
and receives the very closest attention
J he noghouse should
have a con- -

Increase of 17 Per Cent Is Seen In Test
Conducted by Ohio Experiment Station.
Cows fed a ration composed largely
of siluge produced 17 per cent more
milk und 28 per cent more butterfat
than those given a ration consisting
mulnly of grain in a feeding test conducted for 121 days ut the Ohio experiment station. The silage ration
wus also cheaper for milk production.

PREVENT

LARGE

DAIRY LOSS

Contagious Abortion Costs Farmer and
Stockman $20,000,000 Yearly in
Dead Calves.

Experiment Stations Have Found
Actual Loss in Practice, Says

Kansas Expert.
Cooking feed for swine generally Is
not un advisable practice, points out
Hay Gatewood, instructor in animal
husbandry In the Kansas State Agri
cultural college.
"Much experimenting has been done
along this line," said Mr. Gatewood,
and practically all experiment sta
tions have found an actual loss en
countered by cooking feeds.
'With most feeds, cooking tends to
lower the digestibility, resulting In n
larger amount of feed being required
amount of
to produce a given
guln. This raises the expense of production und cuts down tho producer's
profits.
'Some feeds used in certain locali
ties such us potatoes, field peas, and
roots have their palatahility Improved
and their water content lowered
by cooking, which results in a
These, how
larger consumption.
ever, are not common feeds in Kansas. Cooking requires speclul apparatus ,and of course takes time and
labor, all adding to the expense of production.
'It may be profitable to heat drink
ing water and water in which feeds
are mixed in coiu weather, as
this will decrease the amount of feed
required to maintain the body temper-

Every farmer and stockmnn should
fight contagious abortion In his district, and do his part to save $20,000,- 000 loss in dead culves and sterile ature."
cows. The disease is preventable and
controllable. Isolate affected animals,
treat aborting cows, disinfect the bulls IMPORTANT
and clean up the premises. This is
IN BROOD
good business for cattle owners.
COMMON CAUSE

OF TROUBLE

Next to Overfeeding Calf
Feeding Milk Too Cold

at

Blood

I

That of
Feed

Heat

"DON'TS"
MARE CARE

BEST
FOR FATTENING PIGS

SELF-FEEDER-

S

Gains May Be Put on Animals
Rapidly and Economically,
Says Missouri Expert

L. A. WEAVER. Missouri College of
Exercise Is Essential (By
AKriculture.
The Missouri agricultural experiand Hard Work Should Be
ment station has demonstrated the fact
that gains may be put on fattening hogs
Avoided Feed Liberally.
use

Possibly next to overfeeding the
calf on milk, the commonest cause of
trouble is thut of feeding milk too ercise for the mare heavy with foal.
If there is no regular work, a run in
cold.
Feed milk at as nearly blood heat a lot for several hours daily mukes a
(98 degrees F.) as possible and re- good substitute.
2. Don't require the mare heavy with
member that 20 degrees below blood
heat may result in a case of scours foal to do such work as requires short
turning, especially in plowed ground,
with very young calves.
deep mud, or snow.
3. Don't require the mnre heavy with
CHIEF FACTOR IN CREAMERY foal to travel on slippery roads unless
Ehe Is well shod.
Much of Success or Failure Depends
4. Don't neglect to feed the brood
mnre well. She must eat not only for
Upon Density of Cream Thin
Cause of Big Loss.
her own maintenance, but for the development of her foal also.
5. Don't feed the brood mnre hay
The density of the cream is one of
the most important factors in the suc- or straw that contains traces of ercess or failure of a creamery.
Such precaution may prevent
got.
Thin cream Is chiefly responsible for trouble that fails to yield to medicinal
the abnormal loss of butterfat and treatment.
6. A roomy box stall, light, clean,
quality of butter and hence the low
and with a reasonable amount of bed- price paid the patrons for butterfat.
first-clas-

ls

Regular

(By DR. C. C. LIPP, South Dakota ArtI-culturCollese.)
1. Don't fall to provide regular ex-

Thermometer la Essential.
s
Don't try to make
butter
Road Clearance.
Preciwithout a
thermometer.
The road clearance of a car Is the sion in dairy
temperature Is Important;
shortest perpendicular distance be
Is dangerous.
tween any of its parts (between the ruessing
wheels) and flat surface upon which
Cow Bred for Milk.
the car is standing. Clearance is,
To realize the greatest profit, the
however, quite commonly taken as tho dairyman should have cows bred disperpendicular of distance from the tinctly for milk.
lowest point of its axles to he ground.
A car, especially one of very long
Feeding of Dry Fodder.
wheel base, when passing over a steep
Pry fodder should not be fed to the
rise or knoll, may strike an object nine cows
during or Just after milking, at
inches high, although the car has a dost therefrom
will fall Into the milk.
nine-inc- h
clearance. - -

ding Is the best place to keep tho
brood mare. If a tie stall is used, It
must be roomy.
7. Don't bed the brood mare's stall
excessively. Too much bedding mny
cause her to struggle when trying to
get up.
8. Don't confine the brood mare In a
stall that offers a place for her head
or legs to get caught, and cause her
to struggle.
9. Don't neglect to disinfect the foaling stall thoroughly a few days before
the fonl Is expected, using seven
of compound cresol solution
per gallon of wuter. Neglect of this
may cost the foal's life.
10. Don't give the mare heavy with
foal a worm remedy unless advised by
the attending veterinurlan.
11. Don't give tho mare heavy with
foid your favorite colic remedy. The
foal Is too valuable to risk such treatment. If the mare hus colic, it is wise
economy to call a competent veterinarian.
12. Don't neglect dally exercise as
a preventive of swollen hind legs that
often appear the last month or six
weeks before foaling.
13. Don't neglect giving her udder
attention. Dully exercise will do more
than medicine to reduce the swollen
anil hardened condition thut so often
makes its appearance a month or six
weeks before foaling.
14. Don't neglect painstaking care
and the exercise of common sense In
the management of the mare heavy
with foal.

Hens Need Meat.
Meat In some form should be supplied to the fowls. They need protein, and in beef scraps tills is found
Good beef scraps
in good quantities.
contain from 50 to GO per cent It
should be well aired and clean.

rapidly and economically by the
of self feeders.
Shouts weighing 121 pounds at the
beginning of a
feeding period
gained 1.79 pounds a head daily, weighing "28.9 pounds at the close of tho
feeding trial. During this time they
were supplied with corn, shorts, and
tankage, each of these feeds being
and tho
placed In a separate
shouts allowed to eat ns much of each
as they wished. When so fed they
seemed to balance their ration about
as well as could be done by hand feeding. The proportion In which the feeds
were eaten are: Corn, 2Q.66 pounds;
shorts, 3.93 pounds; ,nnd tankage, 1
pound. The average dally feed consumed per hog was 8.185 pounds. The
amount of feed required for each
pound of gain produced was 4.55
pounds.
With corn worth 65 cents a bushel,
shorts $1.35 per hundred and tankage.
$2.50 per hundred It cost $5.68
100 pounds of pork.
y

self-feed-

Idle Acres.
On most farms there Is land enongh

without taking into nccount the nooks
and corners, but to the thrifty farmer
there is special satisfaction in raising
crops where nothing grew before nnd
thereby adding to the value and attractiveness of the farm home.

Keep Up Milk Flow.
To keep the cow persistently In milk
Temperature of Water.
Wash water used in the churn
always milk rapidly and see that every
bit of milk Is taken each time. It does should be approximately the same
hot pay to turn the milking over to temperature aa the buttermilk, or
within two degrees of It
careless and inexperienced hands.

BLUSTER BUT NO ARGUMENT
DEMOCRATIC NEW YEARS GREETING
at this time or that the arguments for its
HUSTLE AND GRIN
well
founded.
o
0
adoption are
PiHh.nl by
The Cimarron News-Citize- n
"The Wilson administration's New Year's
To begin with the commission up to this
presents the
STATE PUBLUHIMC COMPANY
Smile and the world smiles with you; f
time has had no adequate authority in law to Record with a stink weed bouquet in answer greeting to the nation is a bond issue.
"Knock" and you go, it alone,
fBANK STAPLIN
Managing Editor enable it to perform the duties for the public to our declaration that the governors message
"After casting about for weeks to find
the cheerful grin, will let you in,
For
failed "to propose any definite plan for any some effective manner of
which tlie latter has expected from it.
making up the huge
natter at the post office
latere d ai tecond-cla- tt
Where
the kicker is never known.
This is no fault of the commission but constructive legislation along any line
deficit which Democratic administration had
at Saata Fe, New Mexico, under tbc Act of March the fault of perhaps both the constitution and
brought to the federal treasury, the ruling
A M79
Growl, and the way looks dreary;
statutes.
is as party has decided to take a short cut to solThe language of the News-CitizLaugh and the path looks bright;
The reduction to one commissioner would follows :
vency and it will soon put on the market a
a welcome smile, brings sunshine white
For
Subscription to Weekly State Record fl.50 per year not reduce the expense incident to the adminis"The State Record has opened its filthy number of millions in a sum not yet deterA
frown shuts out the light.
one
the
the
because
of
office
tration
mined of Panama Canal bonds.
mouth and put its foot into it.
FRIDAY, JANUARY, 26, 1917.
at
would require the services of
"From the White House comes word that
Let'er ramble. If the repub"Woop-ee- !
Sigh, and you "rake in" nothing,
least two assistants just as the attorney gen lican
state organization desires defeat at the this course, has been adopted to meet an emer
THE CALL FOR RESIGNATIONS
Work, and the prize is won,
eral and traveling auditor each need and renext election, let it publish defamatory matter gency. By general definition, an emergency
For the nervy man, with backbone can
0
quire two assistants, and the salaries would as the above for the next twenty-on- e
months is something unforeseen; whereas the present
By nothing be outdone.
The call for resignations, sent out over nut be materially lower. The clerical force
has been
through its official organ, the Record, and it condition of the national strong-bo- x
the signature of the governor, possibly with could not be decreased and perform the serwill not be necessary to solict political contri- - foreseen and predicted many a time and often
Hustle! and fortune awaits you;
his consent, and jjossibly without it. may be vice required of the office.
jutions from flockmasters to paint the state since the passage of the Democratic tariff of
Shirk! and defeat is sure
a shrewd political more on the part of the
The selection of one commissioner if he black
with shame. The republican party has 1913, with its reduction of duties ruinous alike
For
there's no chance, of deliverance
and again it may turn out to!)(, an rffo executive, a man well trained in
caused its own defeat in the past by not cen- to American manufactures and the American
For the chap who can't endure.
be the worst kind of a boomerang for the
jthe practical ojierations of corporations and soring such rot that emanates from an in treasury.
democratic coterie of executive managers of inuiversant with the needs of the state would
ebriated mind."
"Meantime many exiwdients have been
Sing, and the world's harmonious:
Veeder is just now the'()f course make the operations of the office
which Sub-Goresorted
to to bolster up the faltering treasNews-("itize- n
the
of
Cimarron
editor
the
Grumble, and things go wrong,
chief
Evidently
more efficient, and that is in our view the
in- and
balance.
novel,
Taxes,
oppressive
ury
all the time, you're out of rhyme,
And
his
share
that other editors
We are reliably informed that this call 'most favorable phase of the proposition pre- the
devised
been
and
have
applied;
.equitable,
"mndirmn
ami
his tendency of
With the busy, hustling throng,
;..i,riatl
Hut in case the one commissioner
ior resignations was sent to" all members ofjsented.
g
have been used in
arts of the
"rot"
and
to
himself
publishing
be
confining
the various Ixiards controlling the penal and should not le so well equipicd it would
vain. Falling revenues and rising expendituKick, and there's trouble brewing;
educational institutions of the state, to aJl far better for the people to continue to select "filth," but the facts are that he is one of
res have marked the course of Democratic
Whistle and life is gay,
in
that
this
who
a
state
few
imagine
very
members of the sheep and cattle sanitary three commissioners eachof whom may pos
the day of reckcomes
now
and
legislation
And
the world's in tune, like a day in June
the
use
of
can be swayed by
boards, to all members of county road boards, jsess part of the qualifications and each be a public sentiment
Deof
scheme
A
issue
favorite
bond
oning.
And
the clouds all melt away.
in a newsand to part of the members of professional check upon and profit by the advise of the obscene language and shady stories
mocratic administrations is to be thrust upon
paper.
ithers.
boards.
us in time of peace; and for fifty years the
Scores of editors in this state who supin
the
is
either
There
quality
nothing
The reason why SuWiOV. Vecder should
bills of the voters will carry a specific and
THOUGHT
Gov. E. C. de Baca in the recent cam Uk
send out such a call may not le obvious to all of the appaintments which have been made by ported
term
Wilson's
of
Woodrow
reminder
costly
Rein the recent past to recom- paign have passed without comment the
laymen at first thought but it is very clear to the executives
of office.
cord's declaration that the governor's messthose who have followed the course of offi- mend that form of selection, or to indicate that
Back of the work is the thinker,
'The day of reckoning now is financial
was a discussion of minor and petty cri- cial succession that it is an attempt to filch it is better than selection by the jieople. In age
Hack of the deeds that are wrought,
will be another day of reckonand contained little or nothing in the only. There
the power and right of confirmation from fact the plain truth is that the officers ap- icisms,
Back
of the world's great achivements
The
in
in
its
nature
1918.
of constructive legislative recommenda ing political
pointed by the governor during the past five way
the state senate.
Is
the
wonderful thing called Thought.
in
party which has shown such ineptitude
in no respect been so well quali- - tions, because they fully realize that it was a
have
years
In the natural and orderly course of propractical management of the country's busi
correct statement and unanswerable.
as th
by the people. The
A handful of sand for a substance
ceedure the terms of office of nearly all the
ness will then find that words and phrases and
The. poor little pigny brained accident
the
on
the
of
executive,
contrary,
By Thought was converted to glass;
from whom resignations have been
to the plea of false peace will not avail. The
nave witn tew exceptions, Deen notoriously who operates that excuse for a newspaper,
A
ses
bonds.
telescope then was constructed
the
The
these
would
have
will
demanded
to pay
present
expire during
he country
in that the men placed in office were the detriment of the community in which
bad
For
in
Their successors
reading the stars as they pass.
sion of the legislature.
Democratic party will have to pay for them
lives, was probably told by some charitable
work
the
for
not
special
qualified
inconi)etent,
would le appointed by the governor and such
- another way.
of their offices, or more interested in promot- visitor who called in to donate toward keepAll of our modern inventions,
confor
state
senate
sent
the
o
to
appointments
him out of some home for the feeble mind
friends
ng
'1 he train is trailed in its wake ;
their
interests,
predatory
personal
firmation. Such annointees as the state senate ing
The failure of the Hay plan for the reto our
no
answer
was
there
that
possible
ed,
in
the
been
have
than
they
We yoke the wind to a piston,
m,,U rnnf.Vm .,i,i srrr.vl to f heir of f iers !a'' associates,
habilitation and enlargement of the army is
with an in- - statement, so he cunningly devised the plan
this
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And
welfare.
time,
'public
The thirst of the cattle to slake
i.
r:i:
.t...: l v.t;
o c.t,
well demonstrated. Since last March
J
"l
selfish of pleasing and amusing himself by calling a already
a
and
biased,
capacitated
coventor,
and oaths of office as the laws require. Such
less than ten thousand of the thirty thousand
barrister as his principal ad- - few names and reproducing an old chestnuttyl
We touch a key, and by magic,
as the state senate would fail to confirm would and unscrupulous
men required for the first increment have been
- story.
execurecommend
is
to
there
The currents our message convey;
nothing
would continue in visor,
he void and the incumlx-nt... ..
,
:..
The Record is still waiting for someone secured. There remain eight months more in
.I..
as
turn a switch, arid presto,
We
i..c
Election
axamsi
!"ve
the
office. The effect of
confirming power
to discover and point out a "constructive re- which to get the other twenty thousand and
1,1 lne staie
Darkness
is banished away.
on,cc
"r
rit.-and
of the state senate beinir to trive that
commendation-' in the governor message. Come more. The great bulk of Guardsmen returnbe
in
which
One
responsibility
might
way
body the choice between retaining the incuming from the Mexican border are refusing to
centered and efficiency attained would be to an, all at once, if you like, gentlemen.
Back of all of these wonders,
his
in
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new
or
of
apointee
lent,
accepting
the military service as now constituto
of transporcommissioner
member
make
one
This lesson toyman is taught;
stead .
ed. Yet, next July, the law will require the
NO END TO THE FIZZLE
tation and transmission within the state; the
These wonderful wonders are only
The effect of the call for resignations,
commissioning of new officers for the thirty
o
commissioner of state corporations;
The result of wonderful Thought.
if the officials upon whom such demand has second,
Another long drawn out effort to come thousand expected men who have not been
the third, commissioner of insurance; provid
been made respond, ami most of them will,
forthcoming.
Jonas Cook, Chickasa, Okla.
with each other in their to some terms with Carranza has resulted in
110 interference
is to create vacancies in something like one er
n
joint
and providing for them the usual fizzle. The
hundred and fifty of the minor offices of reactive detriments;
ting Mr. Barth out, as another Re- the other matters, a wise pruning
its
failed
commission
has
of.
object,
LEGISLATION NOW
to act jointly in cases affecting interstate pas
publican would not give the party process will probably leave us less
the state. When the governor, or Sub-Goa majority in the upper house. On to complain about when the' session
and freight transportation and upon Carranza has refused to ratify the work 01
the liquor matter ...Mr. Chrisman
is lis over than most of us had supposed
Veeder, sends these appointments to the state senger
..
.I
commission.
the
IN THE HOPPER K....W.I .10 afce wun I r. T1Darin,
inai
such other matters as experience would indiTherefore, good luck and more
senate for confinnalion that body will have
is to say he is flat against it, so Lower to the Third State Legisla-ther- e
It is the end of the fizzle that is, of the
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cate as advisable.
a
is
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(Continued from page one)
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out again.
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by means of newspaper and magazine articles a great many of which
have been published
in valuable
modia, and by the distribution of
a number of carefully prepared pamCIATION ADVISES
phlets, dealing with various advantages
possessed by New Mexico,
tne resources and opportunities
ABOUT ROAD FUNDS and
here presented. A presistent effort
has been made to' set in touch with
desirable settlers and investors and
by personal letters and pahphlets
DIRECTOR
JAMES SHOWS placed directly into the hands
of
those interested a great many peoTEAT IT WOULD BE MUCH ple
have been brought to the state
CHEAPER TO RAISE MONET and others interested who, are likely
come
to
here or to invest in various

an empire larger than several of
the eastern , states, combined, comprising Jand of almost ' every character, description and capacity for
productivity from grazing land to
highly valuable timber, land' and
from farming areas to highly, mineralized tracts of enormous potential
value. The people of New Mexico
are just beginning to understand the
value of this vast land holding. The
large increases in income from our
lands, which have occurred each year
since satenood, have astonished even
those intimately acquainted with the
character and value of the lands.

fact a majority of the contests fx
atitated by the state have been determined in favor of New Mexico.
This was the case in deciding the
status of contested school section

ses have arisen recently wherein
drainage nndertakings have been
hampered because the state lands
included thereunder have been un
abte to Darticioate in the cost, be
in the town of Gallup which the gov- cause of lack of law to permit such
ernment refused to concede. This expense by the State Land Com
contest involved 120 acres of land missioner.
Both these
and
which were claimed to be coal land the state lands involvedprotects
have1 suf
and therefore lost to the state at fered as a result
school land. Upon appeal the deCo Ectasias.
partment awarded the state eighty
The present state land law is
acres ot this una nut the fact seem
ed to warant the belief that title to proving satisfactory in operation. It
alt of it could be secured by taking is being shown that as the end of
the case to the Supreme Court of tne work of selection of state lands
This income has made possible Im- the United States. Accordingly spe- is reached, as the lands are rounded
into shape so that they can be handB7 FIVE TEAR TAX THAN enterprises.
portant extensions in our common cial counsel was employed to prose- led
intelligently and to best advanschool system and great improve- cute the appeal, which is now pendThe
has
bureau
not
publicity
only
B7 BOND ISSUE
tage the revenues of the land office
educational ing before the United States Su- are
assumed all of the functions of the ments in the various
increasing rapidly. There has
State Bureau of Immigration,
but and other institutions, which but for preme Court, A large number of
has done very important work in it must have been postponed in- people had settled upon this land been a steady increase in the de
mand
for state lands. A number
In the event New Mexico decides the advancement of values and ad definitely; the only alternative hav- which is a valuable townsite, and it
to undertake a program of extensive vertising of state lands, publicity ing been to raise the large amounts is confidently believed that title to of sales during the past two yeara
road construction and improvement for sales of state lands, and in en of money so required by taxation, the whole tract will be confirmed have brought to the state prices
materially above the minimum pri
during the next few years, the Tax couraging investigation and develop, adding a heavy burden to the tax- in which event these settlers can ces
fixed bv congress.
There ha
secure title through the state. Uo- payers' Association of New Mexico ment of our lands. The result has payers.
will favor the securing of necessary been a perceptible increase in the "With a continuous
in this case leen a steady advance in rates of
In ad- on the final decision
policy
funds through a direct tax levy, value of state lands in many sec- ministering these lands which is wilt hinge the decisions of the De- rentals. Use of the state lands is
proving their value and increasing
rather than by a bond issue, as sug- tions of the state, as shown
by the adapted to natural conditions and partment of the Interior in pract the
which can be realized
gested by State Engineer James A. prices tliey command at public sales. economic needs of the state, this ically an of the similar cases now both values
sale and lease..
at ...
As more
French in his recent biennial report It is difficult to trace directly the income is certain to continue to in- pending.
can oe given to
to the governor. This statement is results of this work, but it is ap crease from year to year. There
inftnnft'r
"llcn"
"Df
,
ft,
cas" and.to general conditions, and
wnU'ctoX
made on authority of A. E. James, parent that the work of the Pub- - are those who would
stop the fur- acre
aiuc vi me taiius is more
director 6f the association.
even in the short ther leasing of state lands and hold selected the greater part is being
icity Bureau,
understood and
In his report Mr. French outlined time it has been in operation, has the lands idle, waiting for the de- held in abeyance at the instance of thoroughly
iv exploited, returns from si
plans for a state highway system, more than covered its comparative velopment of the rest of the state, prospective purchasers or lesees of and f'om
rentals will continue
involving a total expenditure of ly small operating cost through in- to raise va'ues for our lands. This considerable tracts who desire to show
importmt yams.
about $5,5(10,000,
to be completed creased demand for state lands and policy would tend to shift the! bur- - make purchases or leases of lands
within the next five years. vHe es increased prices realized from leases den of development from the state,
yet surveyed by the federal gov-an- d
sales of the lands, aside fromlwhich is able to bear it, to the eminent.
Until these surveys have SOCORRO COUNTY MINES
timated tnat worK already completed had a value of $1,125,000; explain- the general results accomplished in shoulders of our citizens who may been made the state canot make
BECOME ACTIVE AGAIN,
ed that the provisions of the fedand development of the not be able to bear it, but to whom lections and the acreage on which
eral aid road act made available to state as a whole.
is therefore
such a burden would he heavv. While selection is pending
Socorro, N. M., Jan. 23. The David
New Mexico, in a five-yeperiod,
The Publicity Bureau is now ef- waiting for the rest of the state !,,ke,y to remain in suspension for Cole Co., of El Paso,
which is workof
the sum
the ficiently organized for its work. It to develop and raise our state land some. time, since it is clearly to the ing the
$1,170,000 provided
mine at the
state was able to meet the federal is in close and harmonious rela- values, further increases of income est interest of the state to secure north end of the
Magdalena mounappropriation with a like amount tions with the colonization and in for the use of our schools would ,an" for which there is immediate tains at last lias discovered
a good
and concluded by showing that ap- dustrial departments of the various cease. The state lands, instead
f demand from responsible citizens.
of sulphide ore and exoects to
proximately $2,000,000 would be ne- railroads entering the state and with being a substantial backer of desections c, 10, at ana JO. in each body
ie shipping in a few weeks. The
cessary in addition to the ordinary colonization
and investment agen- - j velopment, industrially and socially, township, are granted to the state
has been a large pro
state revenue tor roads, to enable cies throughout the nation and is1 would be a heavy drag upon such absolutely, unless known to be min ducer of lead ores
and was considerNew Mexico to secure the federal in a position to accomplish direct development.
New Mexico has a eral or coal bearing, or otherwise ed a valuable mining
property, but
aid and eomplete the state highway and important results in enhance-- 1 ttal area of approximately 78,000,-me- appropriated or1 reserved at the
ior ine last ten or twelve years its
His suggestion
of state land values and for000 acres. Of this 9,000.000 acres are time of the grant. When these sec- production has been small. This
system as outlined.
new
was that the money be raised by a the general development of our
n
national forests 5,000,000 are In tions were found so used prior to discovery may bring it into promi
state issue of bonds.
dustrics and resources and increase Indian and other forms of reser- - the grant the state was entitled to nence
The Taxpayers' Asociation, Mr. in desirable population.
This hasivation. and an enormous area is in select lands in lieu thereof, these The again.
in
Buckeye mining
James states, favors any reasonable been accomplished as shown above, grants, to some of which title is in lands being commonly known as Water canyon has beenproperty
reopened.
lieu
lands.
Sections
32
16,
36
and
2,
for
use
a
road
of only
expenditure
improvement ty the
comparatively dispute. On all these great areas
wituam Kemp ot lucson, Ariz., who
or unappro- has
in New. Mexico, and is in sympathy small portion of the 3 per cent of development is restricted or wholly which were
extensive
mining
. . .. . interests in
I .
with' Mr, French's highway plans. the total income of the office; au- blocked. There are 29,000,000 acres priated at the time of the grant ab- W
magaaiena ana neuy, nas recently
But it it strongly opposed, for rea- thorized by law to be used for the of fedeal land open to various forms solutely passed to the state and the leased
the property from C T.
sons of expediency and economy, to work.
of free entry; but the best of our state has absolute title. Only such urown and is installing,
pumping and
are carried on the records of
bonding the state for road revenue
Oil Exploration Leas.
public domain has been filed on or lands office
The Buckeye
noisting machinery.
as absolutely
the
- mine at the iunction
to the extent suggested. Briefly, its
belonging
is
and
otherwise
withdrawn
a
developcoppcof
"By provisions of a law enacted
reasons are as follows.;
f tne remainder
will occur to the state. Alt others are carried water canyon and Conner canvon
ment
the
1915, the State
of
by
"unselected."
as
Legislature
The
has
state
1. ' Such an issue
less rapidly. Briefly, the state owns
'vhich was worked extensively some
as proposed Land Commissioner is
h
of the total area. Should made its lieu land selections in lieu
would bond New Mexico to the li- to lease state lands in empowered
nme ato our nas oeen iaie ior sev
tracts
inschool
of
sections
large
which
were
h
stand
this
eral years until the past summer.
idle, including
mit fixed by the constitution, which to
individuals or corpo- as
in
cluded
forest
reserves
otherresponsible
and
desirI
of
much
most
does
the
valuais per cent of the assessed
when T. B. Everhart shipped some
rations in order to bring the ableit
and agricultural areas. wise appropriated at the time of
as
tion, thereby rendering the state thorough
grazing
all
of
lands
such
thC C",m
prospecting
the advancement of the whole state ohfhTTnaendd!f.?i,Pr
watr .eve.: hVrvyTumVng I.
powerless to raise funds in the event for oils and
minerals, upon a basis must
the area
be retarded. If, on
of an emergency.
inevitably
Jof royalties' to the state.
the other hand, this princely do
..V,"'
2.
A $2,000,000 bond issue, with
Saturday arranging" for teams 'to
"After extended negotiations the main is intelligently utilized
and de
haul coal from Water canyon station
an interest rate of only 4 per cent Commissioner
of Public Lands, on veloped, the income from the lands .i.. ground that it. land is mineral t0 the mine
and under the most careful finan26, 1916, entered into a con- will shortly! suport not only our or coal bearing, believing that title
T. B. Everhart and T. H. Batchel
cial supervision, would cost the tax- July
tract with the New Mexico Petrolwill bear the thereto does vest absolutely in the dcr of Socorro and San Acasio are
payers of the state, in principal and eum & Gas Development Company, common schoolsthebut
Lands granted for state in- now
state.
burden
of
our
all
of
to put in a conceninterest, a total of $3,456,351. or $1.- - by the terms of which that company greater part
heroand lieu lands must be trator arranging
on their lead
iust
public institutions, thus relieving the stitutions
in excess of the amuont ac
456,351
received a lease from the state foripeopie of heavy taxation at the early selected from the public domain by south of La Joya andproperties
will be shipThirty
tually secured for roads.
uu uctciuuiuciiii.ijn,,
n
oeveioDment tne state and title thereto does not ping concentrates inside of thirty
years would be required for the li- - only, tAimiiiuu
and without acquiring surface when tax burdens are hardest to pass until the Secretary of the Inte. days.
auidation of the debt.
rights other than those necessary bear. At the same time the per rior approves each selection and is
Under a plan of direct taxation, to
their drilling operations, upon manent interest bearing funds will .1suet . - the
equivalent of a patent
a
Mr. James points out, a levy of one 567,522.10
CARRIZOZO EDITOR DIES
acres of state lands. Be- be growing more rapidly each year inercio, tKnown commonlya as a Clear
mills on the present fore
and one-ha- lf
Com- and if. as is
list.
lands
have
after
OF PERNICIOUS ANEMIA.
this
the
contract
the
However,
executing
predicted, the time been selected
assessed valuation would
provide missioner received from the lessee
by the state and the
should come when the state's present
$400,000 net a year, or the required
a surety bond in the sum land resources has been exhausted, selection lists are filed in the local Carrizozo, N. M., Jan, 23. Thomas
&000.00C in five years.
This levy company
of $50,000
guarantee the fulfill- t must inevitably be found that the federal land office the land is re- U. Luster, aged jo, editor and pub
would be only one mill higher than ment of thetocontract
provisions, to state has more than balanced the served from settlement by any other lisher of the Carrizozo Outlook, died
the levy under a bond issue as one' gether with the company's
certified account in wealth producing, tax parties and these lands are those to of pernicious anemia at 12:50 this
mill
would be necessary to oro
half
covering the amount producing private property of prac- which reference is made herein as afternoon. He had been ill for more
vMe interest and a sinking fund, and check for SI. 100,
lands to which the state has "equit- than six months. His wife survives
agreed upon in the contract as cash tical use to a
popuit would continue for a period of on consideration
for the execution of lation, while our institutions will able'' title. While lands to which him. Funeral services in charge of
of
five
five
At
years.
the
end
the
ly
the lease.
,
have their revenues provided from the state has such 'equitable" title Independent Order of Odd Fellows
year period, under the taxation plan, State lands covered
sold until the dear list and
enjoy from beginning to
by this lease their interest bearing, invested per- cannot be thev
Knights of Pythias lodges will be
the taxpayers would have no further
townships in southeast manent funds. This does not mean is issued, come may be teased, and held Friday and interment will be
expense ; under a bond issue they include twoFe
under hetd in a local cemetery.
immediately
County, seven town that there should be reckless dis- - therefore
would continue to pay one-ha- lf
mill ern Santa
the administration of the state land
southwestern San Miguel oosat of our state lands. Even at office.
yearly for jo years, resulting in an ships in ten
townships in northeast the present rate of selection, "clear
excess cost to them, as stated, of lounty.
Salectiaa of State Lands.
ern Torrance County, various small list" and sale, many years must pass
.456J51.
The commision for the selection
In connection with the proposed tracts in Lincoln County and the before all the lands have been disbond Issue It has been argued that remainder in Chaves County north posed of. But if care is taken that of state lands consists of the Govthe automobile license fees could be and northwest of Roswell. Under no state land is impaired by any ernor, who is chairman of the comneed to pay the interest and create the provisions of the contract the lease and that sales are guided into mission, the Attorney General, and
drill on these lands channels which will bring develop- the Commissioner of Public Lands.
sinking fund. However, Mr. James company must
cites the fact that in 1916 the net not less than twenty wens within ment, then the whole state must be- The Commissioner of Public Lands
a period of two years. In the event nefit as greatly as it would othersecretary and locating) a rent for
automobile revenue was only
ia discovered the state will re- wise be harmed by a policy of
the commision and all expenses inthat the logical use for this oil
10 per cent on
and stagnation applied cident to selection of lands is paid
money is road maintenance; that if ceive a royalty of
production. At the expiration to our state land holdings. It will from the maintenance public lands
it were used tor any purpose other gross
period the state be found upon careful inquiry that fund, including examination of lands.
than road maintenance or construc- of the two-yetion its equivalent would have to be will receive a rental for all land those most active in opposing the clerical work In preparation and filapplied by taxation, and that in the teased by the company equivalent to present practical policy of utiliza- ing of selection lists, correspondence
end the result would be exactly the 4 per cent of the minimum sate tion of state lands, as provided for with the department at Washington,
price of the lands as fixed by con- in the existing state land law either publication of notices, etc. The fees
same.
This means that the rental are theorists pure and simple or required to be paid to the registers
Figures prepared by Mr. French gress.
for five dollar land will be twenty those who are wholly unfamiliar and receivers of United States land
presenting in detal the cost of a
bond issue, show that at the cents an acre and for three dol- with the conditions and needs of offices, however, are paid from other
end of 17 years the interest paid lar land twelve cents an acre. There New Mexico, or both. The business funds.
"As indicated heretofore the seami the sinking fund would equal is the further provision for pro interests and the working developthe amuont of the is.ue, but that tection of the state that wherever ment forces of the state are united lection of the grants made to the
such
is
paid and
royalty in the conviction that the carefully state has been practically completthere would be on hand for pur- royalty
sale and lease of our ed. Applications are on file in this
poses! of liquidation only $907,044 on the land leased does not equal safeguarded
which lands is the way to the surest, safe-e- st office for all unselected balances,
of
rental
the
total
amount
the
toward the payment of the $2,000,000.
and most permanent benefit the selections to he made from lands
otherwise would accrue, the company shall pay to the state the dif- therefrom both for the institutions not yet surveyed,
for
ference between such royalty and named in the grants and for the surveys having beenapplications
made by the
PUBLIC LAND REPORT
such rental. The state further re- state as a whole.
state with selection in view. There
serves the right to lease the land
The great bulk of state land sales are now pending before the Interior
not actually being worked by the and leases now being made or con- Department selection lists which
WORTHY OF STUDY company, for grazing purposes. Any tracted to be made are of selections gregate 2,105,270.06 acres, being ig
in
wells put down by the company and under the special grant of 1,000,000 stitutional lands and lieu land selater abandoned, and in which water acres made in the act of 1910 for pay- lections not yet acted upon by the
(Continued from page one)
is developed in course of drilling, ment of the Santa Fe and Grant
department, and when these are
fund on September 30, 1915, and Sep will be filled below the water level
County railroad bonds. Many school finally approved the selections will
temebr 30. 1916.
and turned over to the state for sections occur within
this large be complete.
"In spite of the additional expense utilization of the water supply so
grant and in order to make the grant
Recommendation)
noted the percentage of total oper- developed.
salable these must be sold with other
"The following
recommendations
Of
Land
of
State
lease
the
"The company holding this
ating cost
lands in order to provide unbroken are
respectfully submitted:
fice to the' total income of the has proceeded with the execution of tracts. The law
when
that
provides
1. That the law be so amended as
office has decreased from .091 per its contract. It has opened operat- the Santa Fe and Grant County railthat the permanent funds
cent in the first fiscal year to .064 ing offices in Santa Fe and Ros- road bond obligations have
been dis- to provide
all schools and institutions, de
per cent in the third fiscal year and well, its drilling machinery and charged the common schools shall of
from
the sale of state lands,
rived
to .074 per cent in the fourth fis equipment are on the ground, and receive the balance of the revenue
shall be invested in interest bearing
cal year, just ended.
in
both
be
will
under
way
derived
sale
of
from
this
the
drilling
and that only the interest de
Chaves and Santa Fe counties on As this balance cannot possiblygrant
Tha Publicity Bureau.
be bonds
rived therefrom shall be used by
ov endeftyor to fwnish cMtinuoua and dependable telephone lerriee,
first
of
or
before
the
day
January,
obtained
schools
until
for
the
the
Land
State
law
The
directing the
such schools and institutions, the
ww Moeaaarily perforn tasks with which the pmblia generally ia not familiar.
Commissioner to employ not in ex- 1917, barring accidents.
obligations have been paid and as permanent funds to be kept intact
cess of 3 per cent of the income of "The land selections leased to this the sale of the lands is the only way forever.
This recommendation
is
as to to pay tnem it is
the office for the maintenance and company are asso extensivecharacter
oov.ousiy tne ,e
with regard ,0 ,he pub
to varied
objected, at ia telephone equip sent, to the every whim of the element,
and
wisest policy for the bests interest of mpnasid
operation of a state publicity and acreage
bui,dings at the capitol fund, it
country covered that if New the school to sell this special grant j,ic
oostion&l watchfulneM vpom ov part it nexseaaarj to provide against an
development bureau was passed by nf
taw
made
the
be
urged that
any important oil acreage as rapidly as it can be done being
the legislature of 1915 and was made Mexico containsthese
specific so that only the interest
Intern,
are
ptioa of serrloa.
strata,
operations
This
is
to
hearing
the
policy upon the permanent fund on this
advantage.
immediately operative. The bureau
; them.
the
disclose
to
iJrely
By
as
and
office
this
was
not actually put into
being pursued by
however,
account
may be used the payterms of the lease, drawn under a result ot which considerable sti ment
Oiatnrbaneet are many and raned, a now storm in the north, a aloud
operation until October 1st, 1915, the the
of interest on bonded indebtedwise law of mulus has been given to the move
of
the
provisions
octime
been
intervening
having
for
ness
such
and
building
capitol
bunt in the oath, all tend to interrupt service to a greator or lesser degree.
a
in
is
pothe state
placed
ment of state land.
cupied in a study of methods em- 1915,
buildings as may be used for the
sition to gain greatly both in in
selection of 12,159,437.69 acres elective officials of the state and
The
ployed for similar! work in other come from
our state lands and in of land is a tremendous undertakstates and in examining into the
that the fund itself be kept intact.
In order to detect any diatarbaaoe which may hare occurred during the
course most likelv to be of direct peneral development should oil be ing, yet it has all but been accom"Z That a more liberal law be enis
the
discovered.
that
btlinved
It
aightt early each morning, before the traffic of the day commence, capahl
benefit to New Mexico and to the
end of the last fiscal acted to permit the encouragement
At
the
plished.
state lands. It was finally deter- state is thoroughly protected against year the state has absolute or equit- of minins and
employes in all parte of ov territory are engaged in the testing of all toll
for min
mined to employ a publicity agent loss or damage to land in any form able tit:e to 11,049,500.07 acres. Prac- erals upon stateprospecting
in our system.
line
taw
as
lands.
The
and to open a state publicity office should the exploration operations tically all of the grants made to. in- at present is regarded as too string'
in the state capitol under the direct prove fruitless.
stitutions have been filled. The rec- ent as to prospecting and as to
Theae test are mad to cVternsine the location of any
The oil lease covers some land ords
of the Land Commissupervision
of this office show a balance the area which may be prospected.
irregularities, our on
leased
for
purposes.
grazing
already
darfr being the establishment of continuous and
as
sioner, which has been done. In a Thus
acres
of
"unselected"
limited
one
l,10y,937
section.
A
service by tha
to
in; being
uninterrupted
lands
of
the
certain
of
the
time the businew life of our territory requires it.
feneral way the work of the bureaua State School of Mines appear as lieu of school sections lost by prior more liberal taw is likely to stl
preliminary, although
This, however, includes mulate prospecting on state lands
possession.
great deal of effective work has having been leased twice, that to about l.UUU.WW acres to which the and discovery of coal or minerals
The matnUroing of eontinoon
been done. This has included the the oil company being for oil ex- state hold that it has title, but which thereon
errice is on of the many problems of our
naturally will interest ca- only. This explains the tme me unuca states nas reiusea to nital. promote
on
and
is
that
gathering, assembling and prepara- ploration error
of
lands
value
Ooorpany
wondered
the
the
rarely
by the telephone using publio.
in
one
of the tables concede
tion of data covering the resources apparent which
the general ground land the general development of the
following
appears to show that these upon
of the state, the production of its the
mineral
are
lands
coal
or
owning more bearing and not subject to the terms state.
various industries and the opportu- land School of Mines aslease
"3.
That authority- - be vested
than the of the
actual!y under
nities for their further development ;
grants of congress. Only a with the State Land Commissioner
of
federal
total
the
government'!
transmission of the information so
determination by competent author- or the State Engineer, or in these
assembled to the people of the state appropriations to that institution.
ity will serve to vest absolute title. officers jointly, to act to the end
Landa.
Of
Stat
..
Statu
the
the
Until such time as decisions can be that the state may participate in
through
newspapers, and to
'
whomNew
of
other
is
it
states
has
to
obtained
these lands are being car- the cost of
people
"Congress
granted
projects wheredesirable to interest in New Mexico, Mexico a total of 12,159,433.6- 9- acres. ried as "unselected.' As a matter of in the state drainage
lands ire affected. Ca
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OF THE UNITED STATES ON

This reprint is issued b the .Yew Mexico Publicity bureau for tin- - assistance of those who wish to file
on land in New Mexico under the above law. Applications for information about land open to entry under
this law should be wade to the IK S. Land Office of the district wherein you desire to locate.
General information
application to
THE

STOCK-RAISIN-

G

about Xew Mexico, its resources and opportunities
LAW.

HOMESTEAD

(Prepared for the use of the Senate Committee on Public
Lan ds.)

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT.

of the law jwrmit the entry of
640 acres of nonirriahle, nontinihered land chiefly
valuable for grazing and raising forage crops by any
qualified entrynian. The bill dors rot a;ply to all public
lands, but only to such areas a- - are suited largely
g
for
purposes. The Interior Department
will later designate the areas that may be entered
under this act.
I.

The

iimvi.-inn.-

s

will be furnished promptly on

should in no case apply to enter until they have visited
and fully examined each legal subdivision for which
they make application, as satisfactory information as
to the character and occupancy of public lands can
not be obtained in any other way.
11. All blank forms of affidavits and other papers
needed in making application to enter or in making
final proofs can be obtained by applicants and entry-me- n
from the land office for the district in which the
land lies.

stock-raisin-

2.
At the present time it is impossible to give
specific information as to the location of the areas
that will stibsi'(tiently he designated tor entry, in
general, it may be stated that designations will he
made in the Rocky Mountain States and westward.
A personal inspection of the lands sought to I entered
i$ the only satisfactory manner in which a prospective entryman can fully inform himself as to the relative worth of the land.

3. To acquire title to a homestead under this act
an entryman must reside upon the land not less than
three years and make permanent improvements thereon tending to increase its value for stockraising purposes, of the value of not less than $1.25 per acre,
of which must be placed on the land within
three years after the date of entry. Cultivation of
Commutation of entry is
trie land is not required.
not allowed.
4. If a homestead entrynian has heretofore exhausted his homestead right by securing title to 160
e
acres of land in the humid regions, this
homestead act does not restore his rights nor permit
The theory
him to enter an additional homestead.
'of the Taw is that onlv one homestead may taken by
an individual entrymm Of course, if the homestead
was lost because of matters beyond the control of
entryman, he .can apply to 'make a second entry under
(..th(r act of September s. 1914 (38 Stat.', 712), or if
g
the land heretofore entered was
land,
ant! shall be designated as such by the Secretary of the
Interior, then and in that event an additional entry
can be made within 20 miles of the original entry,
but not elsewhere. Legislation ktiown as "the Ferris bill" (II. R. 8402) is now pending looking to the
restoration of the homestead rights of those who have
heretofore bought Indian land. This bill has already
passed the House and is now lending in the United
one-ha-

lf

640-acr-

1

.

stock-raisin-

'

I

States Senate.

',

II 5.
Previous to the time the Interior Department
designates the areas tint may be entered under this
law a prospective entryman may file affidavit show
ing that the land be desires to enter is land of the
character described in the act. and make application
to the local land office to he allowed entry if the land
is designated.
The application may then be suspended
until the land land is designated, at which time, if
the land has been designated, the application to actualOf course, if the
ly make the entry will lie allowed.
department should hold that the particular tract of
land sought to be entered under this procedure is not
stock-raisin- g
land, no rights would accrue to the prospective entryman, and his application will be rejected. No improvements should be made on the land
until after it has been designated and the entry allowed.

(. As each applicant is required to swear that he
is well acquainted with the character of the land described in his application, and as all entries are made

subject to the rights of prior settlers, the applicant
can not make the affidavit that he is acquainted with
the character of the land or be sure that the land is not
already appropriated by a settler until after he has actually inspected it.
7. All proceedings connected with the entering and
filing on a homestead are conducted by the officials
of the local land offices in the States where the land
is located. The General Land Office at Washington
does not issue maps showing the location of vacant
public land subject to entry. This information can be
reliably obtained only from the records of the various
United States district land offices, which are located
as follows:
New Mexico. Clayton, Fort Sumner,
well, Santa Fe, and Tucumcari.

Las Cruces, Ros- -

8. Persons who desire to make homestead entry
should first decide where they wish to locate, then
go or write to the local land office of the district in
which the lands are situated and obtain from the records diagrams of vacant lands.
9. A personal inspection of the lands should be
made to ascertain if they are suitable, and, when satisfied on this point, application to enter can be made
at the local land office in the manner prescribed by
the law. under the direction of the local land officers,
who will give the applicant full information. Should
a person desire to obtain information in regard to
vacant lands in any district before going there for
personal insjection, he should address the register and
receiver of the particular local land office, who will
give such information as is available.
10.
Persons desiring to make homestead entries
should first fully inform themselves as to the character and quality of the lands they desire to enter and

STOCK-RAISIN-

HOMESTEAD LAW.

G

PUBLIC No.

290-64-

(H.

CONGRESS.)

TH

R. 407.)

An Act To provide for
and for other purposes.

stock-raisin-

g

homesteads,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rcpresen- -'
tatives of the United States of America in Congress-assembled, That from and after the passage of this act
it shall be la.wful for any person qualified to make
entry under the homestead laws of the United States
g
homestead entry for not exto make a
six
hundred
and
ceeding
forty acres of unappropriat-- .
ed unreserved public land in reasonably compact form:
Provided, however, That the land so entered shall
theretofore have been designated by the Secretary of
the Interior as "stock-raisin- g
lands."
stock-raisin-

of the Interior is hereor otherwise, to designate as
lands subject to entry under this
act lands the surface of which is, in his opinion,
chiefly valuable for grazing and raising forage crops,
do not contain merchantable timber, are not susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water
supply, and are of such character that six hundred and
forty acres are reasonably required for the support
of a family : Provided, That where any person qualified to make original or additional entry under the
provisions of this act shall make application to enter
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
by authorized, on application
stock-raisin-

Sec. 6. That any person who is the head of a family,
or who has arrived at the age 6f twenty-on- e
years
and is a citizen of the United States, who has entere!d
or acquired under the homestead laws, prior to the
passage of this act, lands of the character described
in. this, act, the area of which is less than six hundred!
and forty acres, and who is unable to exercise the right
of additional entry herein conferred because nb lands
subject to entry under this act' adjoin the tract so enlimit
tered or acquired or lie within the twenty-mil- e
provided for in this act, may, upon submitting proof
that he resides upon and has not sold the land so
entered or acquired and against which land there are
no encumbrances, relinquish or reconvey to the United States the land so occupied, entered, or acquired,
disand in lieu thereof, within the same
trict, may enter and acquire title to six hundred and
forty acres of the land subject to entry under this

g

any unappropriated public land which has not been
designated as subject to entry (provided said application is accompanied and supported by properly corroborated affidavit of the applicant, in duplicate,
showing prima facie that the land applied for is of
the character contemplated by this act), such application, together with the regular fees and commissions, shall be received by the register and receiver of
the land district in which said land is located and suspended until it shall have been determined by the
Secretary of the Interior whether sajd land is actually
of that character. That during suHli Suspension the
land described in the application shall not be disposed
of; and if the said land shall be designated under this
act, then such application shall be allowed ; otherwise
it 'shall be rejected, subject to appeal,' but no right
to occupy such lands shall he acquired by reason of
said application until said lands have been designated
as stock-raisin- g
lands.
Sec. 3.
That any qualified homestead entryman
may make entry under the homestead laws of lands
so designated by the Secretary of the Interior, accord
ing to legal sulnlivisions, in areas not exceeding six
hundred and forty acres, and in compact form so far
as may be subject to the provisions of this act, and
secure title thereto by compliance with the terms of
the homestead laws : Provided. That a former homestead entry of land of the character described in section two hereof shall not be a bar to the entry of a
tract within a radius of twenty miles from such
former entry under the provisions of this act, subject to the requirements of law as to residence and
improvements, which, together with the former entry,
shall not exceed six hundred and forty acres : Provided further. That the entryman shall be required to
enter all contiguous areas of the character herein described open to entry prior to the entry of any noncontiguous land: Provided further. That instead of
cultivation as required by the homestead laws the
entryman shall be required to make permanent improvements upon the land entered before final proof
is submitted tending to increase the value of the same
for stock-raisin- g
purposes, of the value of not less
than $1.25 per acre, and at least one-ha- lf
of such improvements shall be placed upon the land within three
years after the date of entry thereof.
Sec. 4. That any homestead entryman of lands of
the character herein described, who has not submitted final proof upon his existing entry, shall have the
right to enter, subject to the provisions of this act,
such amount of contiguous lands designated for
entry under the provisions of this act as shall not, together with the amount embraced in his original entry,
exceed six hundred and forty acres, and residence upon the original entry shall be credited on both entries,
but improvements must be made on the additional
entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof.

SEC. 5. That persons who have submitted final
proof upon, or received patent for lands of the
character herein described under the homestead laws,
and who own and reside upon the land so acquired,
may, subject to the provisions of this act, make additional entry for and obtain patent to contiguous lands
designated for entry under the provisions of this act,
which, together with the area theretofore acquired
under the homestead law, shall riot exceed six Tlundred
and forty acres, on proof of the expenditure required
by this act on account of permanent improvements
upon the additional entry.

ce
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Lordsburg Made Division Point.
A new freight division point has
been established between Lordsburg
and Bowie, Arizona. Uvr five
crews will be immediately affected by
this change and as a result a number of families will move to Lordsburg. The El Paso division will remain unchanged.

Indians for Road Work..
Thirty Isleta Indians
passed
Socorro
through
Wednesday

Cattle Rut tiers Active.
District Attorney J. S. Vaught will
spend the most of the week in southern Grant county attending to the
preliminary
hearings of. over 18

way "to the road camp in B'ue
Canyon, where they Will be em- -,
ployed on the reconstruction work
now poing on between
Socorro
and Magdalena. They! were accom-panic- il
l.y the Pueblo governor and
his two daughters who will act as
chief cooks and bottle washers for
the outfit. Socorro Chieftain.
.

act, but must show compliance with all the provisions
UNION
of this act respecting the new entry and with all the
provisions of existing homestead laws except as mocases, most of which are alleged
Fine Snow for Wheat Crop.
dified herein.
larceny charges brought by the CatOn Friday it started snowing, and
officers.
Board
Some
tle Sanitary
Sec. 7. That the commutation provisions of the of the cases were disposed of 'ast has cont:ntied until we go to press
It has snowed continuously
week but a full docket is slated at today.
made
entries
homestead laws shall not apply to any
and there being no wind the snow
Liberal.
tins
lime.
Lordsburg
is
the1
over
distributed
under this act.
evenly
ground with the result that it will
Sec. 8. That any homestead entrymen or patentees
do the maximum amount of good
GUADALUPE
to the wheat crop. Tt is the heaviest
who shall be entitled to additional entry under this act
snow that has fallen during
the
of
the
shall have for ninety days after
designation
Fort Sumntr'i Bond Issue Carries 'ast two years and practically
inLast Saturday Fort Sumner voted sures n btimner weat crop for this
lands subject to entry under the provisions of this act
on a $2,500 school bond issue, which year Mosquero Sun.
and contiguous to those entered or owned and occarried with on!y fifteen opposing
addimake
him
to
the
by
votes. The town was recently inpreferential right
cupied
in
That
this
act: Provided,
tional entry as provided
corporated and has begun to shouldEXCHANBE CLIPPINGS
as it
some heavy obligations
where such lands contiguous to the lands of two or er
tal.es on city airs. La Lancle Enter-p- i
ON THE LEGISLATURE,
enadditional
more entrymen or patentees entitled to
ist.
4
tries under this section are not sufficient in area to
Good Legislation Will Come,
LUNA
enable such entrymen to secure by additional entry
From the manner in which the 2rd
the maximum amounts to which they are entitled, the
I.esris'ature of New Mexico is starting off it looks Hke some good leCanning Factory for Demint;.
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to make an
J. C. lnj?ram, working with J. M. gislation will come out of the hop-iequitable division of the lands among the several entry-me- n
is
authe farmers,
thi time. There are several
or patentees, applying to exercise preferential Emery among
thority for the statement that an things that need attention. The
in
less
than
of
75
be
not
such
division
to
tracts
from
roads need to be looked after; the
acreage ranging anywhere
rights,
150 acres of tomatoes
is easily question of tavat'on fa'r for all preforty acres, or other legal subdivision, and so made to
and more if necessarv. to sents a subject that hag lots of
available,
as to equalize as nearly as possible the area which such establish a canning factory in Dem-in- room for an
improvement in the
law, and last b"t not least the nues-tio- r.
entrymen and patentees will acquire by adding the
of a good election law, would
Mr. Ingram was in El Paso the
tracts embraced in additional entries to the lands
'e hailed by the rank and fi'e all
held or owned by them : Provided further, That other day and the manager of one over
the state with delight. In faet
chain of stores told him he could
where but one such tract of vacant land may adjoin use 2000 cases owing to the unex- there is so much to,do that it will
bn
not
to rover all he
possih'e
celled, flavor of the goods.
the lands of two or more entrymen or patentees enAnd it is barely possible
The farmers must know imme- ground.
titled to exercise preferential right hereunder, the
the
that
wi'I
not be the real,
people
diately in order that hot beds may beneficiaries
of all the legislation
tract in question may be entered by the person who be
prepared for growing the) plants that
gets through the mill this sesfirst submits to the local land office his application during the month of February.
sion. Ties Moines
Co.)
(Union
Hon. S. J. Smith will stand pat on Swastika.
to exercise said preferential right.
the
the
Graphic
published
by
story
Sec. 9. That all entries made and patents issued
at
last week to furnish a
to do Something.
under the provisions of this act shall be subject to a low rental or he will takebuilding
stock for Hon. Going
G. W.
our represenand contain a reservation to the United States of all the entire property in a properly tative to th'e Stroud,
Legislative Assembly,
writes us to send The Enterprise to
the coal and other minerals in the lands so entered organized company.
This is the very best proposition the Canital City, and says: "T m
and patented, together with the right to prospect for,
that can be imagined and there favorably impressed with the permine, and remove the same. The coal and other mineseems little doubt but what it will sonality of both bodies of the legiral deposits in such lands shall be subject to disposal be accomplished. Deming Graphic. slature and I think that most of
them are pool, rlenn men." We
by the United States in accordance with the proviNew Business Block Building.
expect to hear from Mr. Stroud
sions of the coal and mineral land laws in force at
F. C. Peterson has commenced quite often in the next two months,1
the time of such disposal. Any person qualified to active operations in the construc- as he says: '"The general sentU
business block on the ment seems to be that the legislalocate and enter the coal or other mineral deposits, tion of a fine
corner of Gold avenue and Hem- ture is
to do something this
or having the right to mine and remove the same lock street, the location of. his, pre- year. Lagoing
Lande
Co.)'
(Roosevelt
under the laws of the United States, shall have the sent shops. The structure will be Enterprise.
of brick and hollow
the materight at all times to enter upon the lands entered or rial now so much usedtile,
in city build-i- n
Keep Mighty Busy.
patented, as provided by this act, for the purpose of
Frank A Roy, our representative'
frs.
a
a
was the only Rein
Leeris'atitre
will
be
basement
under
There
the
prospecting for coal or other mineral therein, provided
portion of the buildingi. which will publican in the House to vote with
he shall not injure, damage, or destroy the permanent
have a frontage of 42 feet and will the Democrats atrainst the tabling
improvements of the entryman or patentee, and shall extend back 74 feet. Deming Gra- of the Pardue resolution which was,;
intended to make it possible to get
be liable to and shall compensate the entryman or phic.
the Prohibition Amendment before
patentee for all damages to the crops on such lands
th neon'e.
MORA
of
reason
such
has
who
by
This stand is in line with a maAny person
prospecting.
of his constituents. '
jority
acquired from the United States the coal or other
New Bridge.
Our fellow townsman and repremineral deposits in any such land, or the right to mine
A car of lumber arrived Tuesday sentative F. A. Rov. is' beingnoti'-eand remove the same, may reenter and occupy so much for a new bridce across Red River in Santa Fe, as is evidenced by
west of Roy. This is the first maof committees he has betm
of the surface thereof as may be required for all purterial to arrive and we are told much
to.
poses reasonably incident to the mining or removal more will fol'ow fast. Bids have apnnted
We find him Chairman of the
of. the coal or other minerals, first, upon securing the been received for. the hauling of the
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re bo improvements
There
1U0 acre.
on this land.
Sale No. 691. SEX See. 15. SWX, NXSEX
Sec. M, T. 1SS., X. 35E., containing 400
acrea. The improvements on this land con
PUBLIC LAND SALE
sist of fencinff. value ISafL
Sale No. 693, SXSEX bee 36, T. 15S , H.
EDDY COUNTY.
The improve35E., containing $0 acres.
on this land consist of fencing,
ments
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands, value
....
.
ci
o, ,
Smta Fe, New Mexico, January 21, 1917. i ire B

two reservoir

and leucine, value $10,00.
No bid on the above described tract of
land will be accepted for leas than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap- praised value thereof. In addition there- to the successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
The sale of the above lands will be
subject to the following terms and condiThe successful bidder
must
tiona,
. t. r-.. . vis:
i
ts. ,,
ynj hia.w iiiic uininiiun,isuchui a uuiit. a..nu.,
h
or
sale,
agent holding
mm
oi tne price onerea dv
tor tne land;
4 per cent interest
in advance of suck
purchase price; the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all coata incidental
to the aale herein, and each and all of
said amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of
and which said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico if the successful bidder doea
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it has been mailed to him by the
Stale Land Office, said contract to provide for the payment of the balance o(
the purchase Drice of said tract of land
in thirty equal, annual payments, Jwith
interest on all deferred riavmenta at th
rate of four Der cent net annum, in art.
vance, payments and interest due on Oct-- !
"bet 1st of each year, and such other
and
conditions, obligations, reservation
terms as may be required by law.
The Commissioner of Public. Lands of
New Mexico, or his agent holding each
sale reserves the right to reject anv and!
all bida offered at said sale.
Possession
under cantracts of sale for the above dea- crihed tracts will be given on or before
wriooer i, ivj.
Witness my hand and the otticial seal
of the State Land Office this 23rd day
'1
"f January.A. I)., 1017.
ROBT. P. BKVltB,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
State of New Mexico,
First Publication January 26. 1917.
Marcn 30, 1917,

on this land consist of house and fencing, interest in advance for the balance of mien R. 2E., SENE
Sec. I, KWtfJfWtf la
value $309.
purchase price ; the feea for advertiaing 17, T. 15S., R. 4E., containing 130 Skcraa.
Sale No. 652, All of Sec. If, T. 26N., R. and appraisement and all coata incidental The improvements on thia land coneist of
33 E., containing 640 arres,
There arc no to the sale herein, and each and all nf troughs and piping, value $M0.
said amounts, must be deposited In caan
improvements on thia land.
Sale No. 542, ENEtf, Sj4 Sec. 5, AM
Sale No. 653, All of Sec. I, Lots 1. 2, J, or certified exchange at the time of aale. of Sec. 8,
NWNE)4, NEMNVYtL
m..
S'4NFW, NEJ4SEM Sec. 2, T. 26N.. R. 31E.. and
aaid
and
which
amounts
all S'A Sec. 17, ENEX,
All of Sec. 20, T. 9S., R. 10W
All of See. 36, T. 27N., R. J1E,, NWW them are subject to forfeiture to the State
2160.26
There are no Ua
acrea.
Sec. 5, Kyi,
SWU, Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, of New Mexico if the successful bidder doea containing
rovrmenta on thia land.
Sec. 6, NN!4 Sec. 7, T. 26N., X. 32E., not execute a contract within
25. T. 63., L
naya
No.
All
See.
of
Sale
thirty
543,
.tc
containina 2370.29 acres. There are no im. V..V.
"
"1
Notice is hereby riven that pursuant to
'
C10 acrT.
"H
There .re no
""..'id JS.rii?
There are no
to pro. W., cont.ininc
provementa on thia land.
tui
the pro,i.ion. of an Ac, of Congre. ap- - -;- o
Sale No. 654. NMSVVld.
SWWSWtf
Sec. vide for the payment of the balance of llw ,
20 , 1910, the
St"e I Sale No. 694. All of Sees. 19, 20, WJ4
above described tracta of
on
proved June
26
29
R.
120
T.
21,
acrea.
N.,
containlar
said
of
E.,
of
in
land
tract
and re Sec. 21, WX Sec. 28. All of Seca. 29, 30,
purchase price
af New Mevico and
There are no improvements on thia land. equal, annual nav ments. with interestthirty
on land will be accepted for leaa than Three
State Land Office, the 31.
32. WX Sec 13. T. 1SS.. R. ME., coin
Sec. 8. SW
Sale No. 655, EviSF
Sec. all deferred payments at the rate of four Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which ia the apStations of the
of Public Lands will offer
4869.04
The
acrea.
Sec.
9,
SWSWM
10,
taining
improvement
WSEjf(, ESW,
per cent per annum, in advance, payment a praised value thereof and in addition tne
bidder on
at Public Sale to the highest
land consist of fencing, value
All of Sec. 16,
T. 26N., R. J2E7, contain-io- and interest due on October lat of each successful bidder must pay for the improveat 10 o'clock, A. M on Saturday, April $200. tbia
10B0
no
acres.
are
value,
There
improveyear, and such other conditions, obliga- ments on the land at the appraised
1917, in the town of Carlsbad, County
a,
Sale No. 695, All of Sec. 2, T. 16S., P..
t. ments on this land.
tions, reservations and terms as may be in cash or certified exchange at the time
of Eddy, State of New Mexico, in front
875.26
27 S..
acres.
are
There
No.
Sale
Sec.
of
sale.
T.
656,
the
IS,
I8E.,
WNE
containing
renutren
law.
oj
si the court house therein, the following no improvements on this land.
R. 33E., containing 80 acres. There are no
The above aale of lands will be aubjeet
of Public Lands of New
The Commissioner
described tracts of land, via:
Sale No. 696, NWX, SXNEX Sec. 24, T.
Mexico, or his agent
mprovements on this land.
holding such aale, to the following terms and conditions, vie:
Sale No. 699. All of Sec. 35, T. 16S K. 17S., R. 20E.,
K'A
Sec.
657.
Lot
29.
T.
No.
Sec.
28.
N'X
Sec.
Sale
i
T.
SWXNEX
19,
2,
to
the
all
and
The
successful bidder must pay to the
right
reject any
ME., All of Sec. 1, T. "S.. B. 34E., con-- , 17S., R. 21E., containing 292.54 acres. There
24 N, R. 29E., containing 640 acres.
There tions, reservations and
terms as may he Commissioner of Public Lands, or hia agent
taining 1211.24 acres. There are no im- arc no improvements on this land.
land.
no
on
are
this
imorovements
bids
offered
said
sale.
Possession
under
at
of the price
holding such sale,
provements on thia land.
Sale No. 658, SHNWj
Sec. 8, T. 25N., contracts of sale for the above described offered by him for the land; 4 per cent
bids on tne above described: tracta
Sale No. 700, EX Sec. 33, WX Sec. J4, of Noland
R. 32E., containing 80 acres.
will be accepted for lesa than
There
are
be
will
on
before
tracts
or
October
in
for
of such
the
balance
3SE
given
advance
interest
R.
All of Sec. 36, T. 16S.,
containing Five Dollar. ftii.OOl ner
which is the
no improvements on this land.
1st, 1917.
1280 acres.
There are no .improvements annraiaed value thereof. acre,
purchase price; the fees for advertising
In addition there- No bid on the above described
tracts Witness my hand and the official seal and
incidencosts
and
all
on this land.
land will he accepted for lesa than of the State Land Office thia Sth day of tal toappraisement
to the successful bider. must pay Jbr
the sale herein, and each and all
Sale No. 701, Lota 1, 2, 7, I, Sec 1, T. the
five Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which is the January,
I17.
improvements that exist on the land,
of said amounts, must be deposited ia
MS., R. 36E., containing 177.04 acres. There
No.
Sec.
Sale
value thereof.
In addition there27, SXSX
697,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
SWXSWX
appraised
cash or certified exchange at the time of
are no improvements on this land.
for
Sec.
to
2S. NWXNWX. SEXNWX. SWXNEX.
f
the
successful
of
bidder
the
Commissioner
must
Public
pay
Lands,
Sale No. 702, NXNEX. SEXNEX. NEX WJ4SEX Sec. 34, T. 15S., R. 17E., con- sale, and which said amounts and all of
State of New Mexico. them
improvements that exist on the land at the
are subject to forfeiture to the State
SEX Sec. 11, SXNEX, NXSWX. SEXSWX.
400 acros.
TVt Publication January 12, W17.
There are no improve- apnraiscri value.
New Mexico if the successful bidder doea
of
SEX Sec. 12, NEXNEX See. 13, T. 16S., taining
No.
T.
R.
Sale
36,
All
of
Last
Sec.
on
No
this land.
bid on the above
ments
Publication March, 16, 1917.
26N.,
65,
R.
The im- described
not execute a contract within thirty days
36E., containing 600 acres.
640 acres.
The improveof
be
will
34E.,
land
tract
for
containing
accepted
after it has been mailed to him by the
provements on this land consist of fencing, less than Three Dollars ($3.00) which ia
ments on this Innd consist of fencing and
value $150.
State Land Office, said contract to provide
value thereof.
corral, value $170. No bid on the above
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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for the payment of the balance
of the
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will
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land
tract
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no.
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toys,
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Sec. 25, T. 15S., R.
purchase price of said tract of land in
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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5
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annual
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Sec.
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T.
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equal,
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SEXSEX
16S.,
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2$
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Ja
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C.
I5S., R. 17E.
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
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well,
i jn E 538.50
con R. 34 E., containing 640 acres.
There
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of four per cent per annum, in advance,
impV0emen,;
acres.
The
eaOTl.
on thia tanit
r.nnsiat nf fenrinv. value
taining 6, 324.61 acres. There are no im- no improvements on this land. No bid on
payments and imprest due on October 1st
Sale No. 7U4, All oi ec. , wy. aec. io, $180.
the above described tract of land will he
QUAY COUNTY.
of each year, and such other conditions.
provement on this land.
T. 17S, R. 34E
Sale No. 615, $FM Sec. 30. NW
containing
See. act t'i ted for less than Ten Dollars ($10.00)
No bid on the above described tract of
obliKa tions, reservations and terms as may
."""jl
-1Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands, be r
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Lasting Peace la U. 8. Demand.
The present war must first fae ended; but wo owe it to candor and to
R Just regard for the opinion of mankind lo say that so far as our parof futuro
ticipation In guarantees
peace, is concerned, It makes a great
deal of difference in what way and
upon what tonus It Is ended. Tlio
treaties and agreements which bring
it to an end must embody terms which
will create a peace that is worth guaranteeing and preserving, a peace that
will win the approval of mankind; not
merely a peuto that will serve the
interests and immediate aims of
the nations engaged. Wo shall have
no voice in determining what those
terms shall be, but wo shall, I feel
uro, have a voice In determining'
whether they shall be made lasting or
not by the guarantees of a universal
covenant and our judgment upon what
is fundamental and essential as a condition precedent to permanency should
be spoken now, not afterward when It
may be too lute.
No covenant of cooperative peace
that does not include the peoples of
the New World can suffice to keep the
future safe against war, and yet there
Is only one Hort of peace that the peo
pies of America could join in guaranteeing.
Terms Must Satisfy America.
The elements of that, peace must be
elements that engage the confidence
and satisfy the principles of the Amer- -

MUST END WAR
WITHOUTVICTORY
Peace Lasting Through All Time
Should Recognize Equality of
All, Declares President.

sev-er-

WAYTOSEAOPENTOALL
New Monroe Doctrine Urged in
Plan for Xeague to Stop Clash
of Armed Forces.

lived hitherto under the power of governments devoled to a faith and purpose hostile to their own.
Conditions Clearly Indispensable.
I speak of this not because of
any
desire to exalt an abstract political
principle which has always been held
very dear by those who have sought
to build up liberty in America, but for
the same roason that 1 have Bpoken
to the other conditions of peace which
seem to trie clearly Indispensable because 1 wish frankly to uncover realities. Any peace which does not recognize and accept this principle will
Inevitably be upset. It will not rest
upon the affections or the convictions
of mankind. The ferment of spirit of
whole populations will fight constantly against it, and all the world will
The world can bo at
sympathize.
peace only if its life is stable, and
there can be no stability where the
will is In rebellion, where there Is not
tranquillity of spirit and a sense of
justice and freedom and right.
So far as practicable, moreover,
every great people now struggling towards a full development of its re-

By MARY

A thrilling mystery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him tofind it again

Hi

GIRL discovered on the day of her wedding that
young man about to become her husband was a rake
and that he had despoiled one girl and broken her heart,
would she be wise if she refused to marry him, no matter
how deep her love?
A

IFthe

His eyes looked past Curlotta Into
distance.
"Sidney Pnge wns one of the brides
maids," he snld Irrelevantly. "She was
lovelier than the bride."
"Pretty, but stupid," said Curlotta,
"I like her, I've really tried to teach
her things, but you know " She
shrugged her shoulders.
Doctor Max was leurnlng wisdom.
If there was a twinkle tn his eye, he
veiled It discreetly. But, once again
tn the machine, he bent over and put
his cheek against hers.
"You little cat! You're Jealous," he
said exultantly.
Nevertheless, although he might
smile, the Image of Sidney iny very
close to his heart those uutumu days.
And Curlotta knew It.

ROBERTS
RINEHART
There was no true comradeship between the two men ; but there was beginning to be constant association, and
lately a- certain amount of friction.
They thought differently about almost
everything.
Wilson begnn to bring all his problems to Le Moyne. There were long
consultations in that small upper
room. Perhaps more than one man or
woman who did not know of K.'s existence owed his life to him that fall.
Under K.'s direction, Max did marvels. Cases began to come in to him
from the surrounding towns. To bis
own daring wns added a new and remarkable technique. But Le Moyne,

Washington, .Ian. 24. A fri'e Poland,
urtllffrta ntiil ftf ltd t.mi'nra clmuM ,a
ia one of 111; necessities
of peace,
The Trend of the Story.
.,, .
tn ,
Pnt
when belligerent Europe sits down 10
Mr. K. LeMoyne becomes a roomer nt the Page home, where Sidof
seas.
this
can
the
Where
highways
make a treaty, Woodrow Wilson told
ney, her mother, Anna, and her old mnid mint, Harriet, a dressmaker,
not be done without the cessation of
the Senate .Monday. And lliat pi uci,
preside. Through the Inlluence of Dr. Max Wilson, a successful young
territory, It can no doubt be done with
tin' President declared, "must foe glv-etho neutralization of direct rights of
surgeon, Sidney becomes a probationary nurse nt the hospital. Aunt
by some definite, concert of power
way under tho general guarantee
Harriet opens a fashionable shop downtown and prospers. Christine
which will make it virtually impossiwhich will assure peace itself. With
I.orenz and Palmer Howe are about to be married, and they are going
ble hat any such catastrophe"
the
a right comity or arrangement no na- to take rooms at the Pages'. Sidney Is loved by K by Joe Drummond, a
war ".'lionld overwhelm us again. "
ion need be shut away from free
beau attentive from high school days, and by Doctor Max, who fasciTo that end, said the President, dis- with their political faith and the prac- access to the open paths of the world's
nates her. At the hospital she begins to see the underside of the
commerce.
to
his
of
a
idea
Woild League
tical convictions which the peoples of
cussing
world. She meets Carlotta Harrison, who is very "thick" with Doctor
And the paths of the sea must, alike
Klifmcc Pence, the people of America America have once for all embraced
Sidney came off night duty the tnlfi
Mux. K. LoMnync Is a mystery. He works at the gas ofllce as a clerk,
in fact, be free. Tho freein
and
law
to
ami
undertaken
defend.
should "add llieir authority and their
die
of November. Tho night duty had
Max
Doctor
and
knows
is
him
his
about
hidden,
dom
non
of tlie seas is the sine qua
hut
something
past
I do not mean to
been a time of comparative pence to
say that any Amer- of
rower to Hie authority and force of
w hich he keeps secret.
and cooperation.
Sidney goes to Christine's home to prepare for
peace,
e:uallty
obwould
ican
throw
any
government
Carlotta.
other nations o guarantee peace and
There were no evenings
in a queer mood.
No doubt a somewhat radical reconthe wedding and finds the
stacle in the way of any terms of
when Doctor Max could bring Sidney
Inlu.sttcc lirollu hunt lli,
lie governments now at w ar sideration of many of the rules of
peace
back to the hospital in his car.
Such a Kcttleui! nt," hi' added, "can,,;,.!,, agree upon or seek to upset ternational practice hitherto sought to
s
he established may be necessary in ornt home were oc
not now be long
' pom d. ' but. In them when
Sidney's
Hut to Anna, wntching the
X Continued.
made, whatever they might der to make the
CHAPTER
ceremony
seas indeed free and
declared liny Inaiy which ends the be.
wilh blurred eyes and Ineffectual casions for agonies of Jealousy on Car
9
circumall
common in practically
I
lotta s part. On such an occasion, a
war must foe not nici"ly a peace that
only lake It for granted that mere
She got up quickly, and, trailing her bluish lips, was coming her hour. Situse of mankind, but
will serve the :.. 11 ill ill
s am! term., of pi aee betwivu ihe bclligcr stances for the
buck in the pew, with her hands month after the wedding, she could not
noiteu
the
across
iloor,
ting
contrain
satin
is
such
the
for
motive
long
changes
old
ents wil not satisfy even the belligerimieeilial" aims of
n
nations
can be the door. Then from inside her cor- roniiMi over her prayerbook, she said contain herself. She pleaded her trol.Mere agreement-- ! vincing and compelling. There
lieiiiselves.
excuse of headache, nnd took the
a little prayer for her
to Sid
held
and
no
out
the
tag'd;" it niti.-- lie peace wiiliout ents
between
peoor
trust
she
intimacy
sage
brought
yonne
straight
not malse peace.
ley to a point nenr the end of the
lie realize I. he declared, mayIt will
victory.
ney u letter. "Special delivery, lieiiu daughter, facing out from the ultur Street. After
be absolutely necessary that ples of the world without them.
"thai mere terms of
twilight fell, she slowly
between a force be created
with clear, unafraid eyes.
The free, constant, unthreatened in- it."
as a guarantor of
the belligerents will not satisfy the Ihi! permanency of the settlement so tercourse of nations is an essential
As Sidney and Mux drew near the walked tho length of the Street. Chris
It
wits very short; Sidney reud It
hnd not returned
lln iusi lvi s,'
ami thus much greater than the force of any part of the process of peace and de- at a glance:
belligerents
door, Joe Drummond, who had been tine nnd Pulmer
World Peace nation now engaged or any alliance velopment, it need not be difficult to
brings the need of
at the back of the church, from their wedding journey. The No
standing
was not cold. Sidney
vember
Ask your future husband if he knows a turned
hitherto formed or projected, that no define or to secure the freedom of
league
quickly and went out. He was notevening
if the governments of the girl at 213
the
avenue.
But
In sight, or Wilson.
the President, nation, no probable combination of na- worldseas,
"Victory," dei lar.
us
stumbled,
if he could not
rather,
sincerely desire to come to an
on the wooden doorstep of
stnndlng
"would mean peace forced upon the tions could face or withstand it.
see.
Avenue
Three months before, the
If
the house was he Moyne. The nilan-thu- s
peace presently to be made agreement concerning it.
loser, a victors t ri u s imposed upon is to the
would have meant nothing to Sidney.
endure il must be a peace made
Navies of World to
trees were bare nt that time,
sothe vanquished,"
nil. lie asserted, secure
more
CHAPTER XI.
Now she knew. Christine,
by the organized major forco
It is a problem closely connected
throwing gaunt arms upward to the
,..,, Li,i tiu
known.
f iim iimna with
hud
uniy a peace neiwceii equals can
always
phisticated,
the limitation of naval armaThe street lump,
last." When the war ends, he said, 'diale peace agreed upon will deter-"th- e
The supper at the White Springs ho- November sky.
"You see," she said. "That's what
of the
ments and the
which In the summer left the doorstep
tel
had
not
been
paths of the sea must, alike in mine whether there is a neaee where navies of the world in
a
I'm
the
last
against."
up
supper
keeping the
law anil tact, be free," because "th such guarantee can be secured.
Harrison and Mux Wilson had In the shadow, now shone through the
seas at once free and safe. And the
Quite suddenly Sidney knew who
branches nnd threw Into strong relief
taken
was.
The
interfioe, constant, liutbrcatened
Hie
Avenue
213
at
armaments
together. Cnrlottn had selected Le
naval
on
of
Peace
Which
girl
Questions
limiting
question
Hinges.
Moyne's tall figure nnd set face.
course of nations Is an essential part
for
her
difwas
In
hnnd
n
more
hospivucation
her
and
wider
the
held
she
small
town
opens
perhaps
within
paper
The question upon which the whole,
Carlotta saw him too late to retreat.
In the process of peace and develop future
of
limitation
off.
the
of
torn
ficult
easy
the
tal
distance
with
question
of
heading
the
motoring
paper
city,
peace and policy of the world armies and of all
uient."
programs of military The whole sordid story lay before her : and two or three times during her two But he did not see her. She went on,
depends is this:
startled, her busy brain scheming
Difficult and delicate as Grace
preparation.
off
weeks
and
face
thin
her
Is
Wilson
with
a
war
a
the
had
for
duty
Irving,
present
gone out to anew. Another element hud entered
struggle
German Reply to Note is Indefinite.
these questions are, they must be
see
on
her.
a
He
ami
secure
or
for
the
liked
and
newspaper
only
peace,
just
being with her. She
The 1'reBident spoke as follows:
utmost candor and de- cropped hair,
of power? if it be only faced with the
stimulated him. For once that he could Into her plotting. It wns the first time
the floor of the ward beside her
Gentlemen of the Senate: On the anew balance
cided in a spirit of real accommodashe had known thnt K. lived In the
new
of
for
balance
a
see
set
power,
struggle
veil
and
the
he
saw
her
She picked up
Carlotta twice.
Sidney,
Ifith of December last I addressed an who will
tion if peace is to come with healing
house. It gave her a sense of
the
stable
equilibguarantee
She
stood
had
on
her head. Sidney
identical note to the governments of rium of the new
in its wings and come to stay. Peace coronet
kept the affair well In hand. Page
"Pretty, but Stupid," Said Carlotta.
and deadly fear.
Only
uncertainty
arrangement?
of
She
was
One
In
her hands.
and with the letter
the nations now at war, requesting a
playing for high stakes. She
be a stable Ku- - cannot be had without cessation
can
over
tranquil
first
Europe
made
her
She
who
had found resignation If not confriendly
of
no
sense
to
be
knew
had
them
state more definitely than rope. There must bo, not a balance sacrifice. There can
K.'s answers to her hot question
quite well the kind of man with
foltent, wns once again in touch with the
they had yet been stated by either of power, but a community of power; safety and equality among the na- been this: "There is no sense In look- whom she was dealing that he would ture of many days to Sidney the
met in the locker work he loved. There were times
group of belligerents the terms upon not organized rivalries, but an organ- - tions if great preponderating
Hut she lowing day. They
ing back unless it helps us to look pay as little ns possible.
.i.i-lhere and there to be built up ahead. What
u.ey iv ,1,1, ueem H poss.me 10 U(,d
little girl of the knew, too, that, let him want a thing room in the basement where the street when, having thrashed a case out to
,..,,.,,
your
and maintained.
ward 1ms been is not so important us enough, he would pay any price for it, clothing for the ward patients was gether and outlined the next day's
........ li.. mm o.
1'oriunati'ly, we have received very
..r .1.,e
.a anii n. ......
..kims o.
uiia, CJ mi UHran,8 on tllii) poiul, Thl!
kept. Here, rolled in bundles and work for Max, he would walk for hours
Plan for Peace as for War.
even marriage.
what she Is going to be."
nations like our own, many of whose slutt;amen ot ,,oth
of nations
ticketed, side by side lay the hetero- into the night out over the hills, fightShe
be
she
to
was
this
"Even
must
Broups
true,"
statesmen
of
the
world
arThe
skillful.
The
very
granting
most vital interests the war puts in now
very
HSIlnKt one' another have plan for peace and nutions must ad- said to Christine slowly "and It may dor in her fuce was In her favor. Be- geneous garments In which the paThe longing was on
ing his battle.
urray(,d
constant jeopardy.
m t(,rmg tnat coulJ not ho mH.
and accommodate their policy to only bo malicious, after nil, Chris- hind her eyes lurked cold calculation. tients had met accident or illness. him to be In the thick of things again.
just
Ihe central powers united in a re- - sul(,
tllat it wus no piin o tho it as they have planned for war and tine
j,,,,.,.,,,.,,,,,,!
It's surely over and done with. She would put the thing through, and Bags and tidiness, filth and cleanli The thought of the gas office and its
,
ply which stated merely that they
Ul(,v ,,a(1 in llllnd t0 frusll made ready for pitiless contest and
deadly round sickened him.
were ready lo meet their antagonists
not
Palmer's past that concerns show those puling nurses, with their ness, lay almost touching.
It's
!ut the iniplica-Jlolr
Far away on the other side of tho
rivalry. Tho question of armaments,
coiitercnce to discuss terms ot l,IM anlasonlstH,
r
assurance., mnv not li whether on land or sea, is the most you now it s his luture with you, isn't pious eyes and evening prayers, a whitewashed
unmen
were
basement,
peace.
nmeillv eli.nr tn nil mnv not tip the Immediately and Intensely practical it?"
thing or two.
The entente powers have replied
What more do you think Chrisloading gleaming cans of milk. Floods
...,. .... ,,.,, i.i,.. ,)f ,h water. I
Christine had finally adjusted her
that
entire
During
never
vacation
he
with
connected
the
future
question
much more definitely and have slated think it will be serviceable if I attempt
tine has learned about her new
veil. She rose and put her hands on saw her in anything more elaborate of sunlight came down the cellurway.
In general terms indeed, but with suf-- ' to set forth what we understand them fortunes of nations and of mankind.
husband? Did she do wrong to
than the simplest of white dresses touching their white cor.ts and turn
I have spoken upon these great matSidney's shoulders.
ficient dcfiiiitcnoss lo imply details, to be.
go through the marriage?
"The simple truth Is," she said qui- modestly open at the throat, sleeves ing the cans to silver. Everywhere
ters without reserve and with the utthe arrangements,
and
guarantees
imply first of all that it must most
because it has etly, "that I might hold Palmer if I rolled up to show her satiny arms. was the religion of the hospital, which
cts of reparation which they deem to be They
a peace without victory. It is not seemed explicitness,
to me to be necessary if the cared terribly.
I don't.
And I'm There were no other bonrders nt the is order.
be the indispensable conditions of a pleasant
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
I
I
to say this.
beg that may world's yearning desire for peace was afraid he knows it. It's my pride that's little farmhouse. She sat
Sidney, harking back from recent
for hours
satisfactory sett lenient.
be permitted' to put my own interpretaconversations
to
staircase
the
to find free voice and ut- hurt,
slights
anywhere
In the summer evenings In the square
CHANCE TO BUY AN OCEAN
nothing else.
tion upon it, and that it may be under- terance. Perhaps I am the only pep
Peace Only by Union of Powers.
And thus did Christine Loronz go yard filled with apple trees that bor- of her night duty, smiled at Curlotta
interpretation was son in high authority amongst all the
We are that much nearer a definite stood that no other am
cheerfully.
dered the highway, carefully posed
seeking only to peoples of the world who is at liberty down to her wedding.
discussion of the peace which shall in my thought.
"A miracle Is happening," she said. Tang Hong Poh of Singapore, Often
and to face them without to speak and hold nothing back.
I
Sidney stood for a moment, her eyes over n book, but with her keen eyes Grace
to Sell His Spiritual Rights
end the present war.
We are that face realities
Irving Is going out today.
concealments.
Victory would am speaking as an individual, and yet on the letter she held. Already, In alwiiys on the roud. She rend BrownIn the Atlantic.
much nearer Ihe discussion of the in- soft
111 she was
how
one
remembers
When
a
the loser
I am speaking also, of course, as the her new philosophy, she had learned
ing, Emerson, Swinburne.
Once he
ternational concert which must there- mean peace forced upon
vanwe
not
she
could
how
and
the
live,
thought
victor's terms imposed upon
responsible head of a great govern many strange things. One of them found her with a book that she has
If any person has ambitions to In
after hold the world at peace.
it's rather a triumph, Isn't It?"
quished. It would be adopted in hu- ment, and I feel confident that I hav
was this that women like Grace Ir- tily concealed. He Insisted on
vest in the Atlnntlc ocean, he or she
In every discussion of the peace miliation, under duress, at an intoler- said
seeing
her clothes?"
"Are
those
the people of the United ving did not betray their lovers; that it, nnd secured It. It was a book on
what
that must end litis war it is taken for able sacrifice, and would leave a sting, States would wish me to say.
is ndvised strongly to communlcute
Sidney examined with some dismay
the code of the underworld was "death brain surgery. Confronted with It, she
granted that peace must be given by a resentment, a bitter memory upon
the elaborate negligee garments in her without loss of time with Tan Hong
May 1 not add that I hope and be to the squealer;" that one played the blushed und
come definite concert of power which which terms of peace would rest, not lieve
Poh of 57 Hill street, Singapore, acdropped her eyes. His de
I am in
speaking for
or lot, and If he lost, lighted vanity found in It the most In hand.
will make it viitually impossible thai permanently, but only as upon quick- liberalsthatand friendseffect
of humanity In game, and won
in those; I shall cording to a postal card received by
out
can't
"She
go
overever
should
took
not
If
then
medicine.
ills
any catastrophe
Grace,
sidious of compliments, us she hud in
sand. Only a peace between equals
and of every program ol
hnve to lend her something." A little the Boston chamber of commerce. It
whelm us again. Every lover of man can last; only a peace the very prin- every nation
Is more than possible that a bargain
liberty? I would fain believe that J who? Somebody else in the hospital tended.
kind, every iane ami tl.oughtlul mat. ciple of which is equality and a com- am speaking for the silent mass oi who knew her story, of course. I5ut
"I feel such ntf Idiot when I am with of the light died out of her face. "She's awaits the party on the ground first
nnd she has won,"
a
hard
2nust lake thai for grunted.
had
fight,
mon participation in a common bene- mankind everywhere, who have as ye
who? And ngnlu why?
you," she said. "I wanted to know a
with a bona fide offer, accompanied by
I have sought this opportunity
to fit.
had no place or opportunity to speak
Iiefore going downstairs, Sidney little more ubout the things you do." she snld, "But when I think "of what
spot cash.
back to
she's
The right state of mind, the right their real hearts out concerning the placed the letter in a saucer and set
going
address you because 1 thought that
probably
Thnt put their relationship on a new
The postal card, which is addressed
Cnrlotta shrugged her shoulders.
owed it to you, as the council associ- feeling between nations, is as neces- death and ruin they see to have come Are to it with a match. Some of the and advanced
basis. Thereafter he
ated with me in the final determina sary for a lasting peace as Is the just already upon the persons and the radiance had died out of her eyes.
"It's- all In the day's work," she ob- to "The Stock Exchange or the Chamoccasionally tulked surgery Instead of served indifferently.
tion of our International obligations, settlement of vexed questions of terri homes they hold most dear.
"You can take ber of Commerce, care of Chief Police
To K., sitting in the back of the sentiment.
He found her responsive,
to disclose to you, without reserve, the tory or of racial and national alleg- Monroe Doctrine Preached for World.
kitchen
into
the
them
nnd give Officers at Boston, U. S. A.," reads as
up
churca between Harriet mill Annn, the Intelligent. His work, a sealed book
And In holding out the expectation
thought and purposes that have been iance.
work
or follows :
them
potatoes,
steady
paring
that the people and government of th wedding was Sidney Sidney only. to his women before, Iny open to her. put them in the lnundry Ironing. In
taking form in my mind in regard to
"My rights of the oceans, being first
to Be the Basis of Terms.
Right
Now nnd then their professional disUnited States will Join the other civithe duty of our government in these
the end it's the same thing. They all clnlmant thereto. In respect of plantThe equality of nations upon which lized nations of the world In guaran
In
cussions
ended
lays lo come, when it will be necessomething different
if it is to last,
ing Islands on Mid North Atlnntlc and
back."
of peace upon
The two lines of their interest con go
sary to lay afresh and upon a new peace mustanbe founded, of rights; the teeing the permanence
She turned, on her way out of the on other oceans to serve as cities or
equality
such terms as I have named, I speak
plan, the foundations of peace among must be
verged.
locker room, and shot a quick glance otherwise to the world by my patent
gua.i.tilees exchanged must neilner
with the greater boldness and confi
Ihe nations.
be"Uud!" he said one day. "I look at
or by other manner, have been prorecognise nor imply a difference
dence because it is clear to every man
Sidney.
to
forward
these evenings. I can talk
America to Play Part in Peace.
tween big nations and small, between who can think that there is in this
"I happened to be on your street the claimed by heavenly spirits throughout
those
and
shop with you without either shocking other night," she said. "You live the world in June, 1010. Confirmation
It is inconceivable that the people those that are powerful
promise no breach in either our tra
or nauseating you. Vou are the most across
of the i'niied Slates should play no that are weak
Right must be used ditions or our policy as a nation, but
the street from Wilsons', don't thereof could be given. Offers nre Innot
common
upon
the
strength,
a fulfillment, rather, or all that we
Intelligent woman I know and one of you?"
part in that great enterprise. To take upon
vited."
nations
of
the
individual
be
will
in
the
service
a
such
the op
strength,
have professed or striven for.
the prettiest."
part
"Yes."
According to the latest Information
will
concert
depend
whose
peace
for
which
I
have
am proposing, as it were, that the
sough' upon
The one element Carlotta had left
liortuniiy
they
"I thought so ; I had heard you speak none of Boston's financiers hnd cabled
to prepare themselves by the very Equality of territory or of resources nations should with one accord adopt
out of her calculations was herself. of the house. Your
your brother was for an option on the "big pond." It
the doctrine of President Monroe as
principles and purposes of their pol- there, of course, cannot be; nor any
She had known tho man, had taken the
will continue to be free to all naon the steps."
standing
ity and the approved practices of their other sort of equality not gained in the doctrine of the world: That no
situation nt its proper value. But into
tions, apparently, until Hong Poh's
nation should seek to extend its policy
laughed.
Sidney
povernmi nt ever since the days when the ordinary peaceful and legitimate
her calculating ambition had come a
"I have no brother. That's a room rights are recognized.
they set up a new nation in the high development of the peoples them- over any other nation or people, but
new
and
one
or
asks
no
element
She
expects
destroying
But
who, er, a Mr. Le Moyne.
that every people should be left free
and honorable hope that it might, in selves.
It isn't really
like K. In his little room on the Street
all that it was and did, show mankind anything more than an equality, of to determine its own policy, its own
Both Worn Out
right to call him a roomer; he's one
now
for
is
unMankind
had
oside
to
of
looking
in
love
nnd
way
unhindered,
put
the way
development,
the things of the family now."
rights.
liberty. They cannot,
Walter Whltemnn, an employee of
of
not
for
of
the
to
equipoises
freedom
little
life,
the
service
threatened,
withhold
wb.ch
unafraid,
round
along
that it would not put
honor,
thereof,
tlie Adams Express company In Co"Le Moyne I"
with the great and powerful.
her aside. By the end of her short vathey are now about to be challenged. power.
.He had even taken another name. lumbus, Iud was unloading a calf
And there is a deeper thing involved
cation
Carlotta
They do not wish to w ithhold it. Hut
Harrison
wns wildly In It had hit him hard, for sure.
Marshall Gives Notice of Message.
consigned from Cdlumbus to Indianthey owe it to themselves and to the than even equality of right among or
love with the younger Wilson.
President Marshall laid before
K.'s name had struck an always re- apolis, when the calf showed a dispoother nations of the world to stale tne ganized nations. No peace can last, theVice
'
They continued to meet, not as sponsive chord In Sidney. The two sition to ramble.
Senate a letter from the PresiIt rambled all
conditions under which they will feel or ought to last, which does not recogoften as before, but once a week, perwent toward the elevator to- around, in and out of town, and White-ma- n
nize and accept the principle that gov- dent, stating that he had an important
girls
free to render it.
afhaps. The meetings were full of dan- gether. With a very little encouragerelating to foreign
had to forsake his other duties
That service is nothing less than ernments derive all their Just powers communication
ger now; and if for the girl they lost ment Sidney talked of K. She was and follow after. The chase continued
governed, and fairs which he deemed it his duty to
this to add their authority, and their from the consent of the exists
before
which
the
and
he
Senate,
to hand lay
by this quality, they gained attraction phased at Miss Harrison's friendly from four o'clock In the afternoon unjpower, lo the authority and force of that no right anywhere
would like to present in person. Th?
for the man. She was shrewd enough tone,
other nations to guarantee peace and peoples about from sovereignty to sov- Senate
glad that things were all right til about ten o'clock at night when it
Sena
by
adopted
resolution,
were
property.
to realize her own situation. The thing between
Justioe throughout the world. Such a ereignty as If they
them again. At her floor she was a draw between the calf and
to
hear
President
ator
the
at
Stone,
if
for
It
for
instance,
I take
granted,
had gone wrong. She cared, and be
settlement cannot now be long post1
timid hand on the girl's arm.
a
Whiteman. At that hour Whlteman
o'clock.
put
a
example,
single
venture
I
upon
may
did not It was his game now, not
poned. It is right that before it conies
Was afraid I had offended you or walked up to the calf and the animal
"I
No
bas
addressed
are
President
other
agreed
statesmen
formueverywhere
that
should
this government
frankly
hers.
displeased you," she said. "I'm so accompanied him back to the Pennlate the conditions upon which it that there should be a united, inde- either branch of Congress separately
All women are Intuitive; women tn
It isn't so."
glad
sylvania line's station without further
would feel Justified in asking our peo- pendent and autonomous Poland, and since Thomas Jefferson did in 1801.
love nre dangerously so. As well as
an inviolable security In fact, no President addressed ConCarlotta shivered under her hand.
protest
ple to approve its formal and solemnI that henceforth
she
knew
his
that
session
since
for
Industrial
her
in
was
that time
Joint
passion
gress
of life, of worship and of
adherence to a League for Peace.
not
bo
the
real
so
Wilson
revived
the
should
until
also
President
she
conthing,
realized
and social devflopment
m here to attempt to state those
Things were not going any too well
Deep Philosophy.
that there was growing up In his heart with K. True, be bad received his
guaranteed to all peoples who have custom in 1913.
ditions.
Bystander I suppose you would like
to
akin
the
real
something
thing for promotion at the office, and with this to take a ride without worrying about
Sidney Read It at a Glance.
Sidney Page. Suspicion became cer- present affluence of $22 a week he was tires and the like?
25,000 Guardsmen Will Return Home.
Big Crowd at Denver Horse Show.
Colorado Editors Entertain.
a
he
not
could
talk
Afterward
after
remember
the tainty
they had over the able to do several things. Mrs. Rosen- Motorist (fixing a puncture) Ton
Denver. The most brilliant gather-nigh- t
Washington. More than 26,000 NaDenver. David Elliot of Colorado
wedding party at all. The service for supper table at a country roadhouse feld now washed and Ironed one day a bet I would.
in Denver gathered at the stock- tional guardsmen now on the Mexi- him was
of
the
editor
Telegraph,
Daily
Springs,
Sidney, rather awed and very the day after Christine's wedding,
week at the little bouse, so that Katie
Bystnnder Well, here's a car ticket
"How was' the wedding tiresomef might have more time to look after
was elected president of the Colorado yards arena Monday night to see the can border have been designated by serious, beside the altar. It was SidChaparral.
There's always some- Anna. He had Increased also the
"Thrilling
Editorial Association at its midwinter first performance of the National MaJ. Gen. Frederick Funston for re- ney who came down the aisle to the
Man's Greatness.
meeting. J. A. Barclay, editor of the Western horse show. Bright lights turn home and muster out of the fed- triumphant strains of the wedding thing thrilling to me In a man tying amount of money that he periodically
himself up for life to one woman. sent east
Grand Junction News, was elected and music, hoof beats, the swinging eral service. All these organizations march, Sidney with Max beside her I
tr In a ereat man who has a sreat
On his right sat Harriet, having It's It's so reckless."
So far, well enough. The thing that plan to his life the greatest who has
vice president and Alva Swain of the of big gates, the cries of (tablemen, will be started homeward as soon as
Her eyes narrowed. "That's not ex- rankled and filled him with a sense the
secretary-treasurereached the first pinnacle of her new
Pueblo Chieftain
greatest plan and keeps It
ot
the
the
general
horses,
facilities
be
neighing
can,
pro- career. The wedding gowns were
transportation
enteractly the Law and the Prophets, Is
of failure was Max Wilson's attitude. Drummond.
The association
crowd
a
murmur
and
of
berush
huge
vided. Their departure will leave
"It's the truth. To think of select- It was not unfriendly; it was, Indeed,
They were more than that
tained Governor Gunter, Chief Justice
punctuated by bursts of applause and tween 45,000 and 60,000 man of the they were triumphant.
Sitting" there, ing out of all the world one woman, consistently respectful, almost- rever
Tcplnnd Is enjoying a Drosnerltv
White, the state officers and the
doihe cast comprehensive eyes over the and electing to spend the rest of one's ential. But be clearly considered La greater than ever before, on account
tiers of the Legislature at Its annual admiration, made up tha atmosphere guard still in the federal service
'
.
. r
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of the evening.
Aorch, filled, with, potential brides, days wifh her I . Although "
ng- border patrol, .i
wax business,
Moyne's position absurd.
banquet
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y FAIRf TALE P SUNMSdlOOL
fc, MART GRAHAMDONNER
THE MUSKRATS.
"Mr. and Mrs. Muskrat," sold Daddy,
"had been very much worried about
their fur in the summer. It had been
far from nice and they bad looked
quite plain and ugly.
"'Dear me," said Mrs. Muskrat, 'I
wonder If we will ever look the same
again. We used to be so
"'Do I look as wretchedly as you
do?' asked Mr. Muskrat, not very po
litely.
"'If anything you look worse,' said
Mrs. Musk-ru"Mr. Muskrnt did not seem to be in
the least offended. He simply shook
his tall, which is bo much like Mr.
Rat's, with no fur or hair on it, and
he sighed unhappily.
"When the fall cume along their fur
began to Improve.
"'Look!' said Mrs. Muskrat to her
husband. 'We are growing bettor look
ing every day.'
" 'Quite true, my dear,' snld Mr.
Muskrat. 'You are almost
Ing now.'
"'Isn't that splendid?' said Mrs.
Muskrat. 'And you yourself are look
ing quite distinguished and stylish.'
" 'Ah, it's the cold weather that
agrees with us,' snld Mr. Muskrat.
" 'Yes, none of these summer
for me,' said Mrs. Muskrat.
That's really why we look so ugly in
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As Handsome a Couple as Could Be
Found.
the summer. We don't like it and It
doesn't like us. It's n regular game of
that we play with the summer months.'
"And still more time went by and
every day Mr. and Mrs. Muskrat looked
more beautiful. Their fur became very
fine and they knew they were about as
handsome a couple as could be found.
"They were very clever too, and
avoided all the traps that were set for
them, and nil the ways the big Men
who came out with guns had, they discovered, and got the best of them every
time.
" 'The very Idea,' said Mrs. Muskrat.
'Just because we're handsome they'd
like to use us on their fur coats and
dresses. I can be just as stylish here
without going on any dress or cont.'
" 'They say we keep them warm,'
sold Mr. Muskrat.
" 'Well, we can keep ourselves warm,'
nid Mrs. Muskrat, and they were more
careful than ever not to be caught.
"How they disappointed the hunters.
They had been seen and almost caught,
but every time they had been able to
get away and the Men who hunted
were very cross about It.
" 'Those muskrats always get the
best of us. There are two we've seen
again and again. And they're the same
two every time. How smart they are
But what good fur they would make.'
"Mr. and Mrs. Muskrat thought that
If they were so smart they would not
make good fur at all ! They would simply refuse to make good fur I
" 'Well,' squealed Mr. Muskrat to his
wife, 'we always have our good bank
to go to for our sleep, and we love to
sleep, don't we, my love?'
'"Ah yes,' squealed Mrs. Muskrat.
We do like a little nap, and the warm
enow keeps us so comfortable.' "
"Daddy !" exclaimed Nancy, "do they
sleep under the snow?"
"I don't see how they cnn keep warm
that way," said Nick. "The idea of
calling the snow warm and yet I've
been warm when I've been buried In
the snow for fun. But for a long time
and to sleep there! Ugh!" And
Nick shivered thinking about it.
"The Muskrats," said Daddy, "burrow under the snow in the side of a
bank and there they sleep during the
winter. But they do not sleep nil the
winter like some of the Animals do.
They hove to keep awake when dunger
Is near and they have to be on the look
out that they are not trapped and
caught.
"And from the way Mr. and Mrs.
Muskrat planned everything they did
and from the way they escaped so
many times from all the Men what were
hunting them, I am quite sure they will
live a long time. For If they escaped
from some of the narrow adventures
they have had, I am sure there are no
more dangerous adventures that they
cannot get away from I
"We can Just imagine, too, how often
Mr. and Mrs. Muskrat call each other
beautiful now that it la winter and
their fur is so perfect."

LESSON TEXT John 2:13-2GOLDEN TEXT My house shall
called a house of prayer. Matt. 21:13.

.

Bad Company.
Bad company Is like a nail driven Into a post which, after the first and
second blow, may be drawn out with
little difficulty, but being once driven
up to the head, the pincers cannot take
hold to draw It out ; this can be done
only by the destruction of the wood.

OF

GARNISHING

In Woman's Realm
--

Hostess Will Find It Easy to Select
Method of Improving Appearance
of Dishes Served.
For garnishing meats, fritters of
vegetables ore delectable ond potato
cakes and croquettes fried golden
brown In deep fut are also used in the
same way.
If you want color on the fish pint
ter to go with the vegetables, bright
red pimentos furnish It A can of
these will last ull winter, as only a
little Is needed. When you huve
opened the cun use what you need und
then remove the remainder to a glass
far and cover with cold olive oil and
they will not spoil.
Tomato is also a bright garnish and
Is liked molded In
aspic, but the olives
that you buy ready stuffed with pimo
lus lend themselves to decoration
Slice them ncross the
readily.
stuffing nnd you hove little green rings
with red centers thut Improve a salad

Skipping the details of genealogy,
birth and boyhood, John plunges Into
the work and ministry of our Lord.
Our previous lessons have taken up
the matter of his eternal Godhead, the in n JIITy.
Mashed potatoes can be formed Into
word made flesh, the witness of John
Jesus and John the Baptist, his first baskets and baked so they hold their
disciples and the wedding at Canaan, shape, and rice may be mixed with butSome of these events have been skipped ler and chilled to form a holder tor vaover without much consideration, yet rious foods, but these fancies are
to curry out and are not worth
the teacher should review them briefly,
The wedding ut Camuin probably oc- while. Anything that indicates Unit a
curred In March, A. D. 27, and the great amount of unnecessary trouble
events of this lesson in April of the has been spent displeases thoughtful
l'nssover week of that year, both persons and Is apt to be absurd, "To
occurring early In the first year know when to stop Is to know a whole
of the ministry of our Lord. Jesus lot," .Mark Twain made one of his
went to the wedding for he hud many characters declare, ami this applies to
things to teach by means of It. The garnishing as well as to other things.
story Is familiar, and yet God is performing the same miracle every year FOR HEALTH IN HOUSEHOLD
except by somewhat slower process,
John lays strong emphasis upon the Observances That Seem Simple in
"signs" which Jesus performed as evl
Themselves, but Really Are of
deuce of his office. This miracle Is an
the Highest Importance.
It
throws
also
light upon
allegory.
to
Jesus' relation
the home.
Is there a thermometer in your livI. Jesus Applies the Word of God ing nut! sleeping rooms?
Are tho living rooms kept at a
As the "Son of the Law
(vv.
Jesus observed nil of Its requirements temperature not exceeding 70 deand therefore went to the l'nssover gress?
Have you nny method of ventilat(Deut. 10:10; Luke 2:41). We would
suggest the reading of Edersheim's ing the top of the rooms where foul
"Life of Christ" ut this point, especial nlr is apt to collect?
Are your windows arranged so
ly his description of the feast. Jesus
found much of Interest, and also saw Unit they can be lowered from the
that which filled his spirit with indig- top?
Are your sleeping rooms kept cooler
nation as he entered the temple (v.
14). Great numbers of oxen and sheep than your living rooms?
Do you open your chamber window
and doves were required for the sacrifices.
Every family must bring for and turn back your bed covers as sooB
sacrifice a lamb, the sacrifices being as you are dressed?
Do you open your closet door nt the
lain in the Inner court near the great
altar. Those living nearer the city same time?
Are all living rooms and sleeplnp
could bring their own sacrifices, but
those who came from far distant points rooms aired each day?
Does the member of the family who
found It more convenient to purchase
their sacrifices nenrer the temple. Thus is the last to retire thoroughly air the
a business hnd grown up within the living room where the family has been
caurts, which gave rise to nn immense sitting during 'the evening. In order
amount of covetousuess and selfish- thut the foul nlr may not have a chance
ness. The yearly tax due from every to circulate through the house during
Jew could not be received except In the night?
Time nnd money spent In attaining
the native coin; hence the money
changers within the courts. The re- these ends will be well Invested, nnd
sult was that the temple had become a the householder will be rightly repaid
"den of thieves" (Mark 11:17). This by Increasing vigor, comfort nnd haphad undermined the power of religion, piness of every member of the family.
and turned men away from the truth.
This place, made to be a house of
Cheap Substitute for Linoleum.
An Inexpensive and sanitary subprayer (Jer. 7:11; Isa. 50:7) had become a vanity fair; a show, nnd the stitute for linoleum can easily be
very object of the temple was sacri- made by pasting together three sheets
ficed to the greed of gain. The de- of brown pnper used for wrapping up
our day, of buy- goods. After thoroughly, cleaning tho
fense often made-Iing and selling In the house of God floor n sheet of the pnper should be
thnt it hns to do with the cause of pasted down nnd allowed to dry. Then
worship will not bear scrutiny In the a second sheet Is laid down and allight of this passage. Into these sur- lowed to dry before laying a third
roundings this young reformer enters, sheet. If a pattern floor eoverlng Is
and places his finger upon the heart; desired, ordinary wallpaper serves the
of the matter when he quotes the scrip purpose admirably.
It is pasted to
ture. The reason of his action was the top sheet of brown paper nlready
what the scripture said about the laid. The whole, being thoroughly dry,
house of God. Present day followers a coat of sizing is npplled and left to
of Jesus can learn a lesson from these set, after which a coat of good varwords.
nish completes the process. This floor
II. Jesua Fulfills the Word of God covering hits all the advantages of real'
Jesus snake as one hav linoleum nnd may be washed and pot
(vv.
in the usual way.
ing authority, and these merchnnfs lshed
knew they were In the wrong. He em
Things Worth Knowing.
bodied In himself, ns prophet, the
When washing nnd rinsing colored
moral sentiment of the nation, and ex
erted his authority. It looked like high- materials, add one tenspoonful epsom
handed usurpation unless Jesus were n salts to each gallon of wafer and even
prophet sent from God ; therefore the the most delicate shades will not run
demand for his credentials (v. 18). nor fade. Serges or merino dresses
Jesus gave a sign, a sign which they which have been dyed black cnn he
did not understand nt the time (v. 19; safely washed In this way without risk
10:1-4The resur- of the dye running.
Matt. 12:38-40- ;
corset won't
When your
rection of Jesus Is God's seal to all of
the claims of Jesus. He also speaks lnce tightly to give the straight-fron- t
of his body as a symbol nnd type of effect, cut down the back, sew two
what Is to take plnce In their national pieces of strong goods, one on each
so the bust
temple, an event which occurred some side (cut smaller at top
; sew two seams
forty years later, though they at the won't be too large)
time did not understand it. Jesus fore- down the bnck to Insert the small
saw that these leaders would destroy whalebone. You will have n pair of
his body on the cross, and that for the corsets to lace tightly In front.
same reason they were at the present
Hot Biscuit
time opposing him In what he had
Three cupfuls of flour, two tnhle- done. The Jews, thinking only of their
temple, In whose courts they were spoonfuls of baking powder, threethree
standing, referred to the time spent In fourths of n teospoonful of salt,
s
the erection of the building (v. 20) tablespoonfuls of butter,
and thought that their argument was to one cupful of milk.
Mix nnd sift the flour, baking powInvincible, but they did not know what
was to take plnce. Not even the dis der nnd salt together twice; then cut
ciples of Jesus understood his words In the butter with a fork until it Is in
nt the time, but after his resurrection fine bits. Add the milk gradually. Just
they remembered them nnd their ful enough to make a soft dough. Do
not handle nny more than Is necessary.
fillinent. . The death and resurrection
of Jesus was ISfc accordance with the Turn out on a floured board nnd roll
s
of an Inch thickword of God. Ills whole life, birth and to about
works can be traced In the Old Testa ness. Cut, then place on a baking
ment in type nnd prohecy. The pres- sheet nnd bake In a hot oven from 12
ent day disciples who doubt the scrip- to 15 minutes.
tures and the words which Jesus said
Aromatic Spice Apple.
have become fools (Rom. 1:22). The
miracles (signs) of Jesus at this time
This hnrKS back to the days when
led many to believe on him, but Jesus our grandmothers were young girls,
saw the superficial character of their with all of the girl's love for frafaith, and did not believe In them (vv. grant scents and odors. A small red
H. V.). He did not commit or apple Is selected, enre being taken
trust (v. 24) ; literally, did not believe that It Is a perfect one, and the enthem.. When men believe In Jesus with tire outside 's covered with cloves,
true and saving faith, they will commit the small ends of which are stuck
themselves to him. Then and only Into the apple until none of the skin
then does he commit himself to them. of the latter Is exposed. When dried
Note also that the "body of Jesus" was In a' cold room overnight an ornathe temple of God (ch. 1:14 R. V. mental bow Is tied to the stem and
Marg.). These two signs express the the aromatic apple Is then ready to
impart its delightful fragrance to the
opposite sides of our Christian life.
We are necessarily In an evil world, articles In trunks, drawers, etc
but the loving kindness and gentleness
Beefsteak Pudding.
of Christ are also Intensely bard set
Select nice beefsteak, cut In squares,
against all that Is evil.
He hates the sin, but loves the sin- one onion, to two cupfuls of flour for
crust one of chopped suet a little salt
ner.
powder of any kind). Line
His kingdom Is righteousness as well (no baking
crust put In steak, onion,
as peace. Jesus was plain and truth a bowl witb
a little salt and pepper. Just cover
telling.
with water. Shake a little flour to
Zeal adds greatly to the power of a thicken
Cover up with crust
man. The Eeal of Jesus burned up all Steam gravy.
continuously for three hours.
and
ambitions.
other aims
This la delicious.
(lllll-cu-
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Fragrance We Want
"It won't blow away," said a salesman who was recommending a new
sort of perfume. "You can't wash It out,
even. It sticks." That Is the sort of
fragrance we want In our lives, the
kind that is not dissipated by the first
breeze we encounter, the kind that
will endure the soaking of everyday
difficulties and come through triumphant. Is your sweetness the sort
that Is sweet when first put on and
then gone, or does It stick? Girl's
Companion.

be

WAYS

Success of

True love Is better than glory, and a
tranquil Hreslde, with the woman of
your heart seated by It. the greatest

SEASONABLE

Dress Well Established, and Now Begins Exer-cisof Ingenuity in Designing Variations So That This Frock
Chat on Sports Clothes, When
Won't Become Monotonous
to Wear and What Materials Should Go into Garments.

DISHES.

Codfish either fresh or salt Is always seasonable and will, by using
It In u variety or
GOOD DISHES.
a
make
dishes,
most
pulntable
For the vegetarian, mince pies made
food.
In the ordinary way are not liked, but
the following made of
1 Cook to a pale
fruits cannot be objecsmall
a
wJw' yellow
tionable :
I
onion in
(implied
Mince
Pie.
Vegetarian
'
three
tablespoon
Mix a quarter of u
fuls of butter, then
of
chercandied
pound
add two talilospooiifuls of flour, half a
ries, half a pound of cit- minced
green pepper and a cupful of
ron nnd orange peel, a
stewed tomato pulp. When the sauce
of
a pound of
quarter
reaches the boiling point add half a
li a n c h e
a m o n d s.
pound of linked codfish that has been
chopped fine; a level freshened in cold water and
parboiled.
leaspnonful of cinnamon Simmer
slowly for ten minutes and
four lalilcspoonfuls of sugar, the gnu
ed
rind of a lemon, the Juice of two serve hot, gnaruished with triangles of
oranges, one cupful of crumbs, a ten tousled bread.
Rice Omelet. Take one cupful of
spoonful of suit. Add sufficient orange or grape juice to moisten. Use cold, cooked rice, one cupful of warm
the crumbs only as It is ready to use. milk, one Inhlospooufti! of melted butDeviled Oy6ters. Drain and wash ter, one tenspoonful of salt, a dash of
fifty oysters. Throw them into a hot pepper and three eggs. Melt the butsaucepan and shake until the rullles ter ill a hot frying pan and pour In the
are well curled, using the liquor. Take mixture well blended. Hake in a hot
out the oysters, saving the liquor nnd oven, fold and serve on n hot platter.
Baked Apples With Marshmallows.
fine with a silver knife.
chop tin-iHull together four tablespoon!' ills each Wash and core tart apples ami plnce
of butter and flour; add the oyster Ihem In baking dish with n bit of butliquor anil sufficient milk to make a ter and a pinch of salt In each. Cover
pint; stir until boiling, add the oys- and cook until nearly done, then unters, two beaten eggs, a tenspoonful cover and press into each apple a
of salt and a dash of cayenne. Re- marsliuuillow and finish linking. Serve
heat quickly without boiling and serve cold with cream. Hears may lie served
lu (lie same way.
on squares of buttered toast.
Lace Cakes Mix well one
Swedish Apple Cake. Make a thick
sweetened apple sauce. Fry bread
of melted butter, one cupful
crumbs In butter.
I'ut a layer of of granulated sugar, two well beaten
crumbs In u baking dish, cover with eggs, a teasioonrul of vanilla and n
apple sauce, cinnamon, and repent un- little grated nutmeg with two and a
tile the dish is full. Have the last half cupfuls of oatmeal which 1ms been
layer crumbs. Hake slowly mill turn parched ; add two teaspoonfuls of bakout and cool.
Serve cold, covered ing powder. Drop by spoonfuls on a
with whipped cream.
buttered sheet nnd bake until crisp in
Supper Dish. Take a few stalks of ii hot oven.
celery, half a Spanish onion, minced
Alexandra Ice. Wash carefully half
fine and simmered in salted water un- a pound of
large seeded raisins,
til tender. Season with paprika, white stemmed and cut in halves, mid let
s
of a cupful of them stand over night In a
pepper and
cupful of
cheese that has been finely shaved, orange juice to which lias been lidded
then add a beaten egg, a
a tahlespoiinfu! of sugar. Put through
of the meat
of butter and a
chopper enough dry macasugar. Heat all together briskly for roons to make a half cupful of fine
a few minutes and serve on
crumbs. Whip two cupfuls of double
new bread.
mid n lintf
until stilT iiml
Quick Apple Pie. Arid a flavoring cupful of powdered sugar, the maca
of cinnamon and butter to n well-flroons, raisins nnn orange juice, i iirn
s
vored apple sauce, stir in
Into individual molds and pack In ice
of n cupful of crumbs, and when well and salt, at least four or five hours.
absorbed put Into n baked pie shell ;
cover with n meringue and brown in
I find e.irth not gray, but roHV,
Heaven not grim hut fair of hue.
the oven. This is u most wholesome
!
Do I Btonp?
pluck a posy,
and delicious pie.
Do I stand und stun-All's blue.
German Potato Salad. fool eight
IJrownlng.
medium-sizepotatoes in ilielr jackets, nnd when partly cool cut In cubes,
SAVORY DISHES.
mix willi one dill pickle, cut fine;
three stalks of celery, finely cut, two
Any roust meat, especially lamb or
slices of bacon broken in bits anil the mutton, is improved by inserting small
bacon fat poured over the potato; add
slices of a clove of gar
a chopped onion, heat In the frying
lic in Hie meat, and remove them before the
pan n half cupful of vinegar, when
roast is served, so that
boiling hot pour over the salad ami
serve at once.
any member of the family who lias unreasonUSEFUL FROSTINGS.
able prejudice against
garlic will not need to be
disturbed. A slight flaFrosting on cake nre not simply
decorative alt hough that Is an Impor
vor of garlic In mauy
tant feature of a
dishes will greatly im
good frosting, but
prove tho the flavor, and
they also preserve if It Is not overdone will not offend the
the cake, keeping It most fastidious.
moist and fresli
Onion
Soup To four
the onions chopped very line, ndd two thin
longer than
cake. slices of bacon, cut In small bits. Let
uncovered
Flavor is also add- this cook until the onions are soft and
ed to a cake by the bacon brown. Add two
cupfuls of
proper use of dif cold water niuf let It come to a boll.
ferent flavors In the frostlngs.
ISy Mush the onion with a large spoon; do
ndding richness and flavor to a rake. not pour olT the water, but add oue mid
frosting lias a long list of tilings la its a half cupfuls of rich milk; season
favor.
well witli salt and pepper and a
The
of butter. When eggs are
frostlngs are especial
ly economical in the lime saved In the plentiful beat up an egg anil pour the
pre in rat ion. .The flavoring is entirely soup over It just at the time of servpreserved In the frosting as the heat ing. Flour and butter cooked togethIn baking destroys much of the volatile er, using n tnlilespoonful of each, will
make a sufficient binding. Serve withflavors.
While the cake Is cooling the frost out straining.
Fried Apples. ("ore nice firm apples,
ing should be made, and if it Is to
at once, the kind of frosting rut them into slices, half all Inch thick,
best to use Is the uncooked one, using dust lightly with sugar and cinnamon,
the white of an egg, beaten; ndding an mil thorn In flour and cool; in a little
equal volume of water or fruit Juice hot suet ; win n brown on one side, film
und powdered sugar to the consistency on the other.
Dish with the slices
o spread. If it must stand, cover with overlapping and serve Willi chops.
a dam) cloth. If fruit juice is not
Consome Royal. Take a knuckle of
used, any flavor desired may lie add- veal nnd three pounds of n shin of
ed with the water.
beef; cut the meat from the bones,
Plain Boiled Frosting. Heat the crack the bones. I'ut two tablespoonwhite of an egg until light nnd while fuls of sugar and one sliced onion, over
beating, have cooking a cupful of sugar the lire, cook until brown; ndd Unand a quarter of a cupful of water, bones, meat nnd six quarts of water;
when the sirup is honeylike in consist cook at n simmering temperature for
ency pour three tablespoonfuls over three hours, then add one carrot, one
the beaten egg, continue beating, and turnip, one onion, half a cupful of celcontinue cooking the sirup until it ery tops, all chopped; six cloves, two
hairs, tiien pour the remainder over bay leaves and a bit of red pepper.
the egg slowly and bent until stiff Cook one hour longer, and strain.
enough to put on the cake. A frosting
Huntington Salad. Cut pared apmade In this way will keep longer, ples Into balls with a French vegetable
will have n shiny surface and a creamy cutter, lay them In n French dressing
to season. Just before serving roll
consistency underneath.
When frosting is overcooked nnd be in salad dressing nnd chopped nuts
comes too hard after heating, add a und with a toothpick Insert a small
little lemon juice, boiling water or strip of green pepper or a stem of
cream ; very small amounts will make pnrsley for a stem In each.
the frosting smooth. If It Is too thin
Onion Baked in Their Skins. Place
add a little powdered sugar to thicken the onions unpeeled In a baking dish
It. The frosting will not be as good, with a little water and bake until tenbut better than to try to use it too der, then peel and cut open. Served
thin.
with butter, iepper and suit they are
Atmospheric conditions often play delicious.
with
A
havoc
boiling sugar.
damp
rainy day the frostfng is opt to be
even
when boiling as usual.
sticky,
good the gods can Bend us.
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One-Piec-
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dress
The success of the
goes without saying it Is already a
thing of history. And now begins the
exercise of Ingenuity In ringing
changes on this one predominant
dress may
theme, so that the
run no risk of becoming monotonous.
This has already been done with so
much cleverness that the
one-piec- e

one-piec- e

one-piec- e

e

woven for them, special designs la
these goods nnd In other gooOs ore
made for them, and these designs nre
made up In special w,vs.
Sports
clothes are spirited, ultra modern, expressive of the woman of today, nnd
tuore or less elegant. They nre becoming like everything else more
and more luxurious. Hut their elegance

I

table-spoonf-

tlilnly-slleo-

ilt--

three-fourth-
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ONE - PIECE

dress Is farther nwny from simplicity
than nny oilier and we are looking for
further surprises.
Here Is n frock of serge, trimmed
with silk braid, that scorns all Intricacies In construction or decoration.
It presents Its straight lines, almost
unbroken from shoulder to hem, and
Its even rows of braid, sure of comThe devotee of
pelling admiration.
the tailored suit will be easily reconciled to this aspirant for favors, in
place of the skirt and coat thnt have
held first place so long.
The usual order of things Is reversed In this skirt, for It Is fulled
Into the waist at the front and back,
while the panels at the sides are
plain. The short bodice follows the
lines of the natural figure, and a belt
rows of
Is simulated
by parallel
braid stitched at the waistline.
It
fastens nt the left side with snap
fasteners nnd has an open throat that
accommodates a plnfii white collar
which may he of organdie or crepe.
The sleeves are plain and are not nil
or widened nt the wrist. This
Is In keeping with their finish of clean-cu- t
rows of braid. Large, flat pockets
rf each side of the skirt are covered
'

DRESS.

Is not measured by the richness of ma

terial used .
It seems that the term "sports
clothes" Is destined to cover attire for
nil outdoor life or nt least that sports
clothes will hardly be considered out
of place anywhere out of doors. They
appear to have made for themselves
a permanent pluce.
One of the new fabrics used for
sports suits Is shown above. It has a
silky crepelike surface, substantial
It Is one ot
weight and durability.
several new fabrics, each with a nnnie
of Its own, thnt have made a place for
themselves which promises to be enduring.
In the suit pictured, the skirt Is
made of n
pattern In the
material In which bright colors nre defined against a plain ground.
The
sweater coat has a wide shawl coliai
of the cross-bar- .
Very large peurl
buttons fasten the overlapping ends
of the belt. Just now suits of this
kind are worn with pluin blouses of
crepe do chine or of linen or flue cotton. The vogue of sports clothes
have given colors a wonderful Impetus.
On plain grounds, broad stripes, crossbars, disks and checks nppear In bold
cross-harre-

d

good-size-
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GATHERED

BRIEFS

Sugar enne In Cuba, set out In virgin
land, may be cut for 30 years without
replanting.
New Zealand Is said to have mineral
waters of far greater therapeutic
strength than any of the famous waters of Europe.
High freight rates to South America
are holding back shipments of building material, especially lumber and
cements, the rates being reported five
times as much as before the war.

An additional diaphragm features a
new telephone mouthpiece to absorb
outside sounds that make telephoning
difficult In noisy places.
Mattresses and pillows used In the
Cnited States navy will In the future
be filled with kapok, a vegetable fiber
which is light and buoyant
South American countries are finding the Cnited States their best mars
kets for hides.
of the hides
exported from Vrgentina In the first
half of 1916 were sent to the United
States.
Two-third-

SPORTS SUITS IN SPECIAL WEAVES.
with braid and bound with it. In the
"
best mnnner of the tailor.
Is written on this straightforward, businesslike dress, In its fine
adjustment to the figure, nnd in the
precision and faultlessness of workmanship which commend It.
Spirts clothes nre a new dispensation nnd they have brought about a
new order of things. Special goods are

but enchanting colors. This season
stripes are broken with figures ln
contrasting colors nnd the Introduction of Chinese and Japanese motifs
has proved a valuable acquisition in
working out color schemes.

Finely Tucked Organdie Collars.
at Vvette
Gullbert's recital there was an Indication of a vogue for crisp collars of
finely tucked organdie of dnlnty handworked design, either plain or combined with the finer laces, some high
and doubled suggesting the cont collar, others quite wide, reaching the
edges of the shoulders.

nre probably guilty of having your
white or
parasol hanging
uncovered In the closet You realize
that this Is bad for the sunshade, but
you have been too busy to make a
cover. Tou will then be glad to learn
thnt a white stocking makes a splendid
cover for the purpose. If one Is not
long enough sew two together.

"Well-tailored-

On the simpler frocks seen

light-colore- d

Wool 13 Inches long has been shorn
To Protect a Parasol.
from a Merino sheep which had been
If you have limited space to store lost for four years in the wilds oC '
things from one season to another yon Australia.

t
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NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

85 MAIN

Acabamos de recebir de
Barcelona Espana un gran

surtido delibros de devo-cio-n
y de recreo en
Los siguintes son
algunos que podemos
correo pagado al
de su importer
40
Cuentospara Ninos
Es-pan- ol.

POWER RATE

en-vi- ar

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.

re-ci- bo

Del

R. WRIGHT

YARD

Natura

La Gorriona
Por un Piojo
Juan Miseria
Fabiola
Quo Vadis
Jeromin

!

40
30
40
50
$1.00
1 00
1.00

Tenemos muchas otras
Historias y libros de
manden jor la,
lista.

All in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates for Cooking.
SANTA

FE WATER & LIGHT

CUEROS!

CO.

CUEROS!

Delgado Shae Co.

Vendanot todo au fierro viejo, Yantas de hule.Metalea
hueaos arras, zinc, plomo jr etc., Tambicn, Cueroi
Silsllu, In pjcio mat altos delmercado

Calle San Francisco
Sana Fe, Nurro Meiieo

Santa Fe Iron and Metal Yard Co.,
347 North

BOWMAN

ATTORNEY

UajgUla
Fe,

AT LAW
Bnildimt- -

Mm

Water.Street
Escsibanos por mas Informacion.
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